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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report constitutes the Office of Inspector General’s independent evaluation of the
U.S. Department of Education’s (Department) information technology security program and
practices, as required by the Federal Information Security Modernization Act of 2014 (FISMA).
Our report is based on, and incorporates, the Fiscal Year (FY) 2017 Inspector General Federal
Information Security Modernization Act of 2014 Reporting Metrics V1.0 (issued April 17, 2017)
(FY 2017 IG FISMA Metrics) prepared by the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and
Efficiency, the Office of Management and Budget, and the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, in consultation with the Federal Chief Information Officer Council.
What Was Our Objective?
Our objective was to determine whether the Department’s and Federal Student Aid’s (FSA)
overall information technology security programs and practices were effective as they relate to
Federal information security requirements. The FY 2017 IG FISMA Metrics are grouped into
seven metric domains and organized around the five Cybersecurity Framework Security
Functions (security functions) outlined in the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s
Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity:






Identify security function (one metric domain—Risk Management);
Protect security function (three metric domains—Configuration Management, Identity
and Access Management, and Security Training);
Detect security function (one metric domain—Information Security Continuous
Monitoring);
Respond security function (one metric domain—Incident Response); and
Recover security function (one metric domain—Contingency Planning).

Under the FY 2017 IG FISMA Metrics, inspectors general assess the effectiveness of each
security function using maturity level scoring.1 The scoring distribution is based on five
maturity levels outlined in the FY 2017 IG FISMA Metrics: (1) Ad-hoc, (2) Defined,
(3) Consistently Implemented, (4) Managed and Measurable, and (5) Optimized. Level 1, Adhoc, is the lowest maturity level and Level 5, Optimized, is the highest maturity level. For a
security function to be considered effective, agencies’ security programs must score at or above
Level 4, Managed and Measurable.
To meet the objective, we conducted audit work in the seven metric domains. We assessed the
effectiveness of security controls based on the extent to which the controls were implemented

1

The maturity model was prepared in coordination with the Office of Management and Budget and the Department
of Homeland Security.
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correctly, operating as intended, and producing the desired outcome with respect to meeting the
security requirements for the information systems we reviewed in their operational environment.2
What We Reviewed
Within each metric domain, we reviewed information technology controls, policies and
procedures, and current processes to determine whether they operated as intended as specified by
the FY 2017 FISMA Metrics. We report our results on each of these metric domains to the
Office of Management and Budget as required; see Enclosure 1. Based on our work on these
metric domains, we scored effectiveness against the maturity level reached within each of the
five security functions.
Our audit work included the following testing procedures: (1) system-level testing for the
Configuration Management, Risk Management, and Contingency Planning metric domains;
(2) vulnerability assessments of systems, applications, and infrastructure; (3) verification of
training evidence; (4) testing of remote access control settings; and (5) observation of Education
Department Utility for Communications, Applications, and Technology Environment’s
comprehensive disaster recovery exercise.
During the FY 2016 FISMA audit, we found that the Department and FSA were not generally
effective in three security functions (Protect, Detect, and Respond), but were generally effective
in two security functions—Identify and Recover.
What We Found
As guided by the maturity model used in the FY 2017 IG FISMA Metrics, we found the
Department and FSA were not effective in all five security functions—Identify, Protect, Detect,
Respond, and Recover. We also identified findings in all seven metric domains: (1) Risk
Management, (2) Configuration Management, (3) Identity and Access Management, (4) Security
Training, (5) Information Security Continuous Monitoring, (6) Incident Response, and
(7) Contingency Planning. At the metric domains level, we determined that the Department’s
and FSA’s programs were consistent with the maturity level of Defined for Configuration
Management, Identity and Access Management, Security Training, Information Security
Continuous Monitoring, Incident Response, and Contingency Planning. We determined the
programs were consistent with the maturity level of Consistently Implemented for Risk
Management.
The FY 2017 maturity model was more comprehensive and attributes were assessed differently
than the previous year’s maturity model indicator scoring. As a result, certain functions were
assessed at a lower level. Despite the lower overall scoring due to changes in the maturity
model, we found several areas of improvement from FY 2016. Specifically, in FY 2017, we
found that the Department and FSA have made improvements in developing and strengthening
their security programs. We found the Department and FSA have developed their risk
management programs by establishing workshops and forums to inform stakeholders on risk
2

Our determination of effectiveness is based on the definition cited in National Institute of Standards and
Technology Special Publication 800-53, Revision 4, “Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Information
Systems and Organizations.”
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management issues. The Department and FSA have made progress in defining and
communicating responsibilities of configuration management to stakeholders and began
performing an assessment of skills, knowledge, and resources to effectively implement a
configuration management program. In March 2017, in response to a FY 2016 FISMA audit
finding, the Office of the Chief Information Officer developed a strategy to replace current token
access with personal identity verification cards for remote users. Also, the Department uses
performance metrics and lessons learned in collaboration with communicating with its
stakeholders as a way to determine whether the Information Security Continuous Monitoring
program is fully integrated. In addition, to address the effectiveness of the incident response
program, both the Department’s and FSA’s Security Operations Centers participated in tabletop
exercises that provided stakeholders an opportunity to walk through the incident response
process and procedures using actual incident scenarios and testing of breach responsiveness.
Although the Department and FSA made progress in strengthening their information security
programs, we found weaknesses in the Department’s and FSA’s information systems, and those
systems continued to be vulnerable to security threats.
For Risk Management, we found that improvements are needed in (1) updating inventory
guidance, (2) ensuring that security control compliance and access language are included in
contracts, and (3) maintaining a complete website inventory.
For Configuration Management, we found that the Department (1) was not using appropriate
application connection protocols; (2) was unable to protect against unauthorized devices
connecting to its network; (3) used unsupported operating systems, databases, and applications in
its production environment; (4) had not configured websites to encrypt data transmission; (5) had
not adequately protected personally identifiable information; and (6) did not define common
secure configurations.
For Identity and Access Management, we found that the Department and FSA can strengthen
their controls in the areas of (1) background investigations being completed before granting
system access; (2) managing external privileged accounts; (3) Identity, Credential, and Access
Management enterprise roadmap implementation plans; (4) consistently implementing the
Identity, Credential, and Access Management strategy; (5) implementing the network access
control solution; and (6) displaying system warning banners.
For Security Training, we found that contractors were able to obtain access to Departmental
resources before fulfilling their training requirements.
For its Information Security Continuous Monitoring program, we found that the Department can
strengthen its controls in the areas of (1) security control monitoring, (2) developing and
identifying roles and responsibilities, and (3) fully implementing its continuous diagnostics and
mitigation program.
For its Incident Response program, we found that the Department can strengthen its controls in
the areas of (1) updating current guidance, (2) training key personnel, (3) timely reporting
incidents, and (4) maintaining current interconnection security agreements.
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For its Contingency Planning program, we found that the Department can strengthen its controls
regarding contingency planning in the areas of (1) enterprise skill assessment; (2) documenting
contingency plans, business impact assessments, and contingency plan testing; and
(3) contingency plan completeness.
Our answers to the questions in the FY 2017 IG FISMA Metrics template, which will become
the CyberScope report, are shown in Enclosure 1.
What We Recommend
This report contains seven findings, two of which are repeat findings from previous FISMA audit
reports. We make 37 recommendations (4 of which are repeat recommendations) to assist the
Department and FSA with increasing the effectiveness of their information security programs so
that they fully comply with all applicable requirements of FISMA, the Office of Management
and Budget, the Department of Homeland Security, and the National Institute of Standards and
Technology. During our FY 2016 FISMA audit, we made 15 recommendations to the
Department and FSA to address the 11 findings that we identified. As of October 2017, the
Department and FSA reported that they have completed corrective actions for 10 of the
15 recommendations. However, despite their reporting completed corrective actions, we
continue to identify repeat findings and recommendations in both the Information Security
Continuous Monitoring and Incident Response metric domains. Although the Department and
FSA may have taken action on specific findings, systemic issues persist in these metric domains
on an enterprise level. The Department and FSA anticipate completing corrective action for all
FY 2016 recommendations this fiscal year, with many scheduled for completion by the end of
2017.
The Department concurred with 31 of our 37 recommendations, partially concurred with 5
recommendations (2.4, 2.5, 3.6, 6.2, and 6.5) and did not concur with recommendation 1.2. We
summarized and responded to specific comments in the “Audit Results” section of the
report. The OIG considered the Department’s comments and although we did not revise our
findings, as a result of subsequent support provided by the Department, we removed 2 of the 37
recommendations (6.2 and 6.5).
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BACKGROUND

The E-Government Act of 2002 (Public Law 107-347), signed into law in December 2002,
recognized the importance of information security to the economic and national security interests
of the United States. Title III of the E-Government Act of 2002, the Federal Information
Security Management Act of 2002, permanently reauthorized the framework established by the
Government Information Security Reform Act of 2000, which expired in November 2002. The
Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 continued the annual review and
reporting requirements introduced in the Government Information Security Reform Act of 2000,
but it also included new provisions that further strengthened the Federal Government’s data and
information systems security, such as requiring the development of minimum control standards
for agencies’ systems. The Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 also charged
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) with the responsibility for developing
information security standards and guidelines for Federal agencies, including minimum
requirements for providing adequate information security for all operations and assets.
The E-Government Act also assigned specific responsibilities to the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB), agency heads, chief information officers, and inspectors general. It established
that OMB is responsible for creating and overseeing policies, standards, and guidelines for
information security and has the authority to approve agencies’ information security programs.
OMB is also responsible for submitting the annual Federal Information Security Management
Act of 2002 report to Congress, developing and approving the cybersecurity portions of the
President’s Budget, and overseeing budgetary and fiscal issues related to the agencies’ use of
funds.
Each agency must establish a risk-based information security program that ensures information
security is practiced throughout the life cycle of each agency’s systems. Specifically, the
agency’s chief information officer (CIO) is required to oversee the program, which must include
the following:








periodic risk assessments that consider internal and external threats to the integrity,
confidentiality, and availability of systems, and to data supporting critical operations and
assets;
development and implementation of risk-based, cost-effective policies and procedures to
provide security protections for the agency’s information;
training that covers security responsibilities for information security personnel and
security awareness for agency personnel;
periodic management testing and evaluation of the effectiveness of security policies,
procedures, controls, and techniques;
processes for identifying and remediating significant security deficiencies;
procedures for detecting, reporting, and responding to security incidents; and
annual program reviews by agency officials.

In December 2014, the Federal Information Security Modernization Act of 2014 (FISMA),
Public Law 113-283, was enacted to update the Federal Information Security Management Act
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of 2002 by (1) reestablishing the oversight authority of the Director of OMB with respect to
agency information security policies and practices and (2) setting forth authority for the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Secretary to administer the implementation of such
policies and practices for information systems.
In addition, FISMA revised the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002
requirement for Offices of Inspectors General (OIG) to annually assess agency “compliance”
with information security policies, procedures, standards, and guidelines. FISMA now requires
OIGs to assess the “effectiveness” of the agency’s information security program. It also codified
certain information security requirements related to continuous monitoring that OMB had
previously established. FISMA specifically mandates that each evaluation under this section
must include (1) testing of the effectiveness of information security policies, procedures, and
practices of a representative subset of the agency’s information systems and (2) an assessment of
the effectiveness of the information security policies, procedures, and practices of the agency.
The Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE), OMB, and DHS
developed the Fiscal Year (FY) 2017 Inspector General FISMA Reporting Metrics V1.0,
April 26, 2016 (FY 2017 FISMA Metrics), in consultation with the Federal Chief Information
Officer Council. The FY 2017 FISMA Metrics are organized around the five information
Cybersecurity Framework security functions (security functions) outlined in the NIST’s
“Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity,” as shown in Table 1. 3
Table 1. Aligning the Security Functions to the FY 2017 IG FISMA Metric Domains
Security Functions
Identify
Protect
Detect
Respond
Recover

FY 2017 IG Metric Domains
Risk Management
Configuration Management, Identity and Access
Management, and Security Training
Information Security Continuous Monitoring
Incident Response
Contingency Planning

For FY 2015, CIGIE, in coordination with DHS, OMB, NIST, and other key stakeholders,
established the maturity model for information security continuous monitoring (ISCM). The
maturity model is designed to provide a perspective on the overall status of information security
within an agency, as well as across agencies. In FY 2016, this effort continued by establishing
an Incident Response maturity model, with plans to extend the maturity model to other security
functions for OIGs to use in their FY 2017 FISMA reviews. In FY 2017, not only were the
Identify, Protect, and Recover security functions transitioned into full maturity models, but the
3

NIST’s Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity defines the security functions as follows:
(1) Identify—develops the organizational understanding to manage cybersecurity risk to systems, assets, data, and
capabilities; (2) Protect—develops and implements the appropriate safeguards to ensure delivery of critical
infrastructure services; (3) Detect—develops and implements the appropriate activities to identify the occurrence of
a cybersecurity event; (4) Respond—develops and implements the appropriate activities to maintain plans for
resilience and the restore any capabilities or services that were impaired due to a cybersecurity event; and
(5) Recover—develops and implements the appropriate activities to maintain plans for resilience and to restore any
capabilities or services that were impaired due to a cybersecurity event.
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maturity models were reorganized to be more intuitive and in line with the CIO FISMA reporting
metrics. This alignment with the Cybersecurity Framework helps promote consistent and
comparable metrics and criteria in the CIO and IG metrics processes, while providing agencies
with a meaningful independent assessment of effectiveness of their information security
program.
The inspectors general are required by FISMA and the FY 2017 IG FISMA Metrics to assess the
effectiveness of information security programs on a maturity model spectrum, in which the
foundation levels ensure that agencies develop sound policies and procedures and the advanced
levels capture the extent to which agencies institutionalize those policies and procedures.
Table 2 details the five maturity model levels: (1) Ad Hoc, (2) Defined, (3) Consistently
Implemented, (4) Managed and Measurable, and (5) Optimized. Within the context of the
maturity model, Levels 4 or 5 represent an effective level of security.4
Table 2. Level of Maturity and Description
Maturity Level
Level 1: Ad-hoc
Level 2: Defined
Level 3: Consistently
Implemented
Level 4: Managed and
Measureable

Level 5: Optimized

Maturity Level Description
Policies, procedures, and strategy are not
formalized; activities are performed in an ad-hoc,
reactive manner.
Policies, procedures, and strategy are formalized
and documented but not consistently implemented.
Policies, procedures, and strategy are consistently
implemented, but quantitative and qualitative
effectiveness measures are lacking.
Quantitative and qualitative measures on the
effectiveness of policies, procedures, and strategy
are collected across the organization and used to
assess them and make necessary changes.
Policies, procedures, and strategy are fully
institutionalized, repeatable, self-generating,
consistently implemented, and regularly updated
based on changing threat and technology landscape
and business/mission needs.

As described in the FY 2017 IG FISMA Metrics, ratings throughout the seven domains are by
simple majority. Further, IGs determine the overall agency rating and the rating for each of the
Cybersecurity Framework Functions at the maturity level.
Beginning in FY 2009, OMB required Federal agencies and OIGs to submit FISMA reporting
through the OMB Web portal, CyberScope (Enclosure 1).

4

NIST SP 800-53, Revision 4, “Security and Privacy of Controls for Federal Information Systems and
Organizations,” defines security control effectiveness as the extent to which the controls are implemented correctly,
operating as intended, and producing the desired outcome with respect to meeting the security requirements for the
information system in its operational environment or enforcing/mediating established security policies.
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Departmental Systems and Security Program Description
In September 2007, the U.S. Department of Education (Department) entered into a contract with
the predecessor of NTT DATA Services (NTT), to provide and manage information technology
(IT) infrastructure services to the Department under the Education Department Utility for
Communications, Applications, and Technology Environment (EDUCATE) system. The
contract established a contractor-owned and contractor-operated IT service model for the
Department under which NTT provides the enterprise IT platform and network infrastructure to
support Department employees in meeting the Department’s mission. The contract was awarded
as a 10-year, performance-based, indefinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity contract with fixed unit
prices and was due to expire in November 2017. Under this contract, NTT owns all of the IT
hardware and operating systems, including wide-area and local-area network devices, network
servers, routers, switches, external firewalls, voice mail, and the Department’s laptops and
workstations. NTT also provides help desk services and all personal computer services. NTT
also managed the Department’s Virtual Data Center, which was located at the contractor’s
facility in Plano, Texas. The Virtual Data Center is a general support system into which Federal
Student Aid (FSA) consolidated many of its student financial aid program systems to improve
interoperability and reduce costs. It serves as the hosting facility for FSA systems that process
student financial aid applications, provide schools and lenders with eligibility determinations,
and support payments from and repayment to lenders. It consists of a network infrastructure,
servers, and the corresponding operating systems. Many of the financial aid applications that are
hosted at Virtual Data Center are operated by other contractors. This contract expired in August
2016. NTT continued to manage the Virtual Data Center until transition to a new contractor was
completed in the summer of 2017. We discuss the status of the contract recompete and transition
for both computing environments in the “Other Matters” section of this report. The
Department’s total spending for IT investments for the FY 2017 was estimated at about
$700 million.
Through the Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO), the Department monitors and
evaluates the contractor-provided IT services through a service-level agreement framework and
develops and maintains common business solutions that are required by multiple program
offices. OCIO advises and assists the Secretary and other senior officials to ensure that the
Department acquires and manages IT resources in a manner that is consistent with the
requirements of the Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996,5 FISMA, and OMB Memorandum A-130.6
OCIO is responsible for implementing the operative principles established by legislation and
regulation, establishing a management framework to improve the planning and control of IT
investments, and leading change to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the Department’s
operations. In addition to OCIO, FSA has its own CIO, whose primary responsibility is to
promote the effective use of technology to achieve FSA’s strategic objectives through sound
technology planning and investments, integrated technology architectures and standards,
effective systems development and production support. FSA’s CIO core business functions
5

As part of its enactment, the Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996 reformed acquisition laws and IT management of the
Federal Government.
6
OMB Memorandum A-130 establishes a minimum set of controls to be included in Federal automated information
security programs, assigns Federal agency responsibilities for the security automated information, and links agency
automated information security programs and agency management control systems established in accordance with
OMB Circular No. A-123.
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include the (1) Application Development Group, (2) Enterprise IT Management Group, and
(3) Enterprise IT Services Group.
Fiscal Year 2016 FISMA Audit Results
During last year’s FISMA audit, we identified 11 findings and provided 15 recommendations
that addressed the conditions noted in the report. The Department concurred with
14 recommendations, partially concurred with 1, and provided corrective action plans on how it
would address the recommendations. In general, our findings identified:









outdated policies and procedures;
the use of unsecure application protocols;
control weaknesses in web applications, network infrastructure, and database
management;
insufficient of enforcement of personal identification verification for nonprivileged users;
external network connections not using two-factor authentication;
insufficient implementation of a network access control solution;
an insufficiently implemented information security continuous monitoring program; and
an insufficiently implemented incident response program.

The Department and FSA agreed to corrective actions such as updating policies and procedures,
developing new guidance, instituting secure connection protocols for its systems, completing
network access control deployment, creating Plans of Action and Milestones (POA&M) for all
vulnerabilities identified in the FY 2016 report, updating security documentation as needed,
improving communication and escalation of identified issues with OIG, and developing a
cybersecurity workforce strategy. As of October 2017, the Department and FSA reported that
they had completed corrective actions for 10 of the 15 recommendations. The Department and
FSA anticipate completing corrective action for all recommendations this fiscal year, with many
scheduled for completion by the end of 2017.
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AUDIT RESULTS

Based on the requirements specified in FISMA and the FY 2017 IG FISMA Metrics, our audit
focused on reviewing the five security functions and associated metric domains: Identify (Risk
Management), Protect (Configuration Management, Identity and Access Management, and
Security Training), Detect (ISCM), Respond (Incident Response), and Recover (Contingency
Planning). The FY 2017 maturity model was more comprehensive and attributes were assessed
differently than the previous year’s maturity model indicator scoring. As a result, certain
functions were assessed at a lower level, and we found the Department and FSA were not
effective in all five security functions—Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond, and Recover.
We identified findings in Risk Management, Configuration Management, Identity and Access
Management, Security Training, ISCM, Incident Response, and Contingency Planning metric
domains. Our findings in these metric domains included repeat findings from the following OIG
reports issued from FYs 2011 through 2016:







“The U.S. Department of Education’s Compliance with the Federal Information Security
Management Act of 2002 for Fiscal Year 2011,” (ED-OIG/A11L0003) October 2011;
“The U.S. Department of Education’s Compliance with the Federal Information Security
Management Act of 2002 for Fiscal Year 2012,” (ED-OIG/A11M0003) November 2012;
“The U.S. Department of Education’s Compliance with the Federal Information Security
Management Act of 2002 for Fiscal Year 2013,” (ED-OIG/A11N0001) November 2013;
“The U.S. Department of Education’s Compliance with the Federal Information Security
Management Act of 2002 for Fiscal Year 2014,” (ED-OIG/A11O0001) September 2014;
“The U.S. Department of Education’s Federal Information Security Modernization Act of
2014 Report for Fiscal Year 2015,” (ED-OIG/A11P0001) November 2015; and
“The U.S. Department of Education’s Federal Information Security Modernization Act of
2014 Report for Fiscal Year 2016,” (ED-OIG/A11Q001) November 2016.

SECURITY FUNCTION 1—IDENTIFY
The “Identify” security function comprises the Risk Management metric domain. Based on our
evaluation of the Department’s Risk Management program, we determined that the Identify
security function was consistent with the Consistently Implemented level of the maturity model,
which is categorized as being not effective. Of the twelve metrics for this domain, we found the
Department and FSA to be at the Consistently Implemented level for 8 metrics, the Defined level
for 3 metrics, and the Ad Hoc level for one metric. We found the Department and FSA
(1) established policies and procedures consistent with NIST standards, (2) relied on a
Department-wide Risk Management Framework, (3) established a risk methodology to assess its
systems on an ongoing/continuous basis, (4) established an inventory of relevant documentation
needed to assess system risk, (5) migrated to a new solution for its system documentation, and
(6) established workshops and forums to inform stakeholders on risk management issues.
Nonetheless, we noted some improvements are needed in (1) updating inventory guidance,
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(2) including contract security control compliance and access language, and (3) maintaining a
complete website inventory.
METRIC DOMAIN 1—RISK MANAGEMENT
Risk Management embodies the program and supporting processes to manage information
security risk to organizational operations (including mission, functions, image, and reputation),
organizational assets, staff, and other organizations. This includes establishing the context for
risk-related activities, assessing risk, responding to risk once it is determined, and monitoring
risk over time. A POA&M, also referred to as a corrective action plan, is a management tool for
tracking the mitigation of cybersecurity program and system-level findings and weaknesses. The
purpose of a POA&M is to assist agencies in identifying, assessing, prioritizing, and monitoring
the progress of corrective efforts for security weaknesses found in programs and systems.7
We determined that the Department’s and FSA’s Risk Management program was consistent with
the Consistently Implemented level of the maturity model, which is categorized as being not
effective. The Department and FSA have consistently implemented its risk management
policies, procedures, and strategies at the enterprise, business process, and information system
levels, and use its risk profile to facilitate a determination on the aggregate level and types of risk
that management is willing to assume. Moreover, both the Department and FSA consistently
capture and share lessons learned on the effectiveness of risk management processes and
activities in need of program improvements with its respective shareholders. However, while the
Department has made several improvements to its risk management program, its practices in
several areas still do not meet the Managed and Measurable threshold under the metrics required
to be considered effective. To meet the Managed and Measurable level, the Department would
need to achieve this level in at least 7 of the 12 metric areas. For example, the Department
would need to ensure that the hardware assets connected to the network comply with the
monitoring processes defined within Department’s ISCM strategy.
In FY 2016, based on the maturity model indicator scoring, we determined that the Department’s
and FSA’s “Identify” security function (which comprised Risk Management and Contractor
Systems) was scored at Level 5: Optimized, which was categorized as effective. Specifically,
the Department and FSA had developed a comprehensive governance structure and organizationwide risk management strategy and program that included comprehensive agency policies and
procedures consistent with OMB policy and applicable NIST guidelines. Because the FY 2017
maturity model was more comprehensive and attributes were assessed differently than the
previous year’s maturity model indicator scoring, the Department was assessed at a lower level.
The Department established a risk management process that includes policies and procedures and
an enterprise strategy for its business process and information systems. It uses its risk profile to
facilitate a determination on the aggregate level and types of risk that management is willing to
assume and consistently captures and shares lessons learned on the effectiveness of risk
management processes and activities to update the program.
7

In prior years’ reporting, the POA&M and Contractor Systems areas were reported as separate metric domains.
However, for FY 2017 FISMA reporting, POA&M and Contractor Systems metric questions are incorporated into
the Risk Management metric domain.
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The Department defined an information security architecture that is integrated into and supports
its enterprise architecture and provides a structured methodology for managing risk. In addition,
it defined a process to conduct a security architecture review for newly acquired hardware and
software before introducing systems into its development environment. According to the OCIO01, “Information Assurance Cybersecurity Policy,” the OCIO, in coordination with the principal
offices, is required to establish and maintain an architecture that includes security for both the
Department’s network components and connected information systems (i.e., the “enterprise”).
Principal offices are required to obtain the approval of the Enterprise Architecture Review Board
(EARB) before the development or acquisition of an information system. The Department’s
information systems are required to have baseline security requirements in compliance with this
policy and all Federal cybersecurity authorities and regulations.
We determined that the Department developed the capability to build and maintain a system
inventory that included all FISMA reportable systems, cloud systems, and contractor systems,
and determined that it uses standard data elements/taxonomy to develop and maintain an
inventory of hardware assets with the exceptions of the finding listed below.
The Department also implemented an automated solution across the enterprise that provides a
centralized, enterprise-wide view of risks, including risk control and remediation activities,
dependencies, risk scores/levels, and management dashboards. We determined that the
Department and FSA have fully migrated to the Cyber Security Assessment and Management
(CSAM) system, which serves as their repository for all system information such as security
authorization data, POA&Ms, and risk acceptance forms.
The Department developed the Information Assurance Services 02, “System Inventory
Methodology and Guidance,” for developing, managing and maintaining an inventory of IT
systems that satisfied FISMA system reporting requirements. It also provides detailed guidance
for managing the Department’s FISMA system inventory within the CSAM tool. The
Department also developed the Information Assurance Services 03, “System Categorization
Guidance,” to provide a detailed direction for conducting, documenting, and maintaining security
categorization levels across the Department. The guidance is designed to facilitate the
application of appropriate levels of information security according to a range of levels of impact
or consequences that might result from the unauthorized disclosure, modification, or use of the
information or information system.
Furthermore, as part of the Department-wide Risk Management Framework, the Department
developed assessments to identify program’s knowledge, skills, abilities, and resource gaps.
These included results from assessment activities such as (1) the DHS Continuous Diagnostics
and Mitigation (CDM) Governance Support Plan (People and Organizational Assessment
subsection), (2) the Department’s Cybersecurity Workforce Baseline Certification Assessment,
and (3) CDM Phase 1 Implementation Readiness Review. We also noted that roles and
responsibilities have been expanded in the more recent policies that were produced in FY 2017.
The Department established a risk assessment process that incorporates NIST Special
Publication (SP) 800-30, “Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments.” Risk assessments (formal
or informal) are conducted at various steps in the Risk Management Framework that includes
(1) information system categorization, (2) security control selection, (3) security control
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implementation, (4) security control assessment, (5) information system authorization, and
(6) security control monitoring (continuous monitoring). System risk assessments are performed
and appropriate security controls are implemented on a consistent basis. The Department uses
the common vulnerability scoring system, or a similar approach, to communicate the
characteristics and severity of software vulnerabilities.
As part of the Department’s risk assessment process, assessors are required to share identified
risks with all levels of management. The resulting risk rating is conveyed to the Authorizing
Official who approves the system security plan, authorizes the system to operate, and directs
corrective actions to mitigate risk to an acceptable level. The Authorizing Official provides
feedback to the system owner on which vulnerabilities (e.g., noncompliant security controls)
must be corrected and the acceptable timeframe for corrective actions.
The Department communicated information about risks in a timely and consistent manner to all
internal and external stakeholders with a need to know. Furthermore, the organization actively
shares information with partners to ensure that accurate, current information is being distributed
and consumed.
We found that the Department had established forums and workshops to train and educate
stakeholders on risk management issues. We attended a Quarterly Cybersecurity Risk
Management Workshop that addressed issues such as (1) cybersecurity policy and guidance
updates, (2) outstanding POA&Ms, and (3) ensuring compliance for secure connections for
websites and services. We also attended the Cybersecurity Risk Management Forum where
Department officials discussed issues regarding governance, risk, and compliance. Issues
discussed included POA&M aging and status, and NIST SP 800-53, Revision 4, “Security and
Privacy of Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations,” and control family
classification.
OCIO manages the Department’s IT Investment Management process to ensure consistency with
all applicable legislation, as well as the Department’s enterprise architecture, information
management, information assurance, and related standards and processes. The IT Inventory
Management process is intended to ensure that IT investments (1) support and are aligned with
the Department’s business objectives and Strategic Plan; (2) comply with all relevant statutes,
Federal regulations, and Departmental policies; (3) do not duplicate other investments; and
(4) are carefully selected and managed in a way that demonstrates careful decision making, with
the greatest possible partnership and resource sharing both within the Department and other
agencies.
The Department established a POA&M process in accordance with the Department’s policies
and procedures to mitigate security weaknesses. We verified that the Department uses the
CSAM repository to store and track its POA&Ms and is looking to automate portions of the
process to assist in reducing the number of outstanding POA&Ms. We performed a review of
987 outstanding POA&Ms and found that (1) 849 of 987 (86 percent) were over 90 days; (2) 61
of 987 (6 percent) were over 200 days; and (3) there were no POA&Ms greater than one year.
Based on our evaluation, we identified the following areas of improvement for this metric area.
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Issue 1. The Department’s Risk Management Program Needs Improvement
Of the 12 metrics for the Risk Management Domain, we found the Department and FSA to be at
the Consistently Implemented level for 8 metrics, the Defined level for 3 metrics, and the Ad
Hoc level for 1 metric. We found that the Department should strengthen its controls regarding
risk management in the areas of (1) updating inventory guidance, (2) ensuring Federal security
control compliance and access to contractor and subcontractor systems, and (3) maintaining a
complete website inventory.
Inventory Guidance Was Not Current
We found that the Department continues to rely on its “Information Technology Security
General Support Systems and Major Applications Inventory Guidance, Version 1.0,” dated
March 2009. We have cited this outdated guidance in our FISMA reports since FY 2012. This
guidance is designed to lead to the successful completion of the Data Sensitivity Worksheet for
each information system and to result in an accurate inventory of the Department’s system.
However, this guidance has not been updated since March 2009, and therefore it does not
incorporate all current NIST and OMB guidance regarding systems inventory.
Contracts Did Not Include Security Control Compliance and Access Language
The Department did not ensure that all required security language, including a provision
allowing access to contractors and their subcontractors, was included in contracts relating to
contractor systems and services. We reviewed the contracts for the 10 externally hosted systems
that were judgmentally selected for this year’s audit, as well as a contract for a system that was
recently awarded to determine whether the 11 contracts contained, at a minimum, security
language for ensuring that the systems were in compliance with security control requirements. 8
Our review determined that three system contracts did not contain language requiring contractors
to comply with Federal security controls. OCIO informed us that although the Department
developed standard security contract language for its contracts, they are reviewing and
reevaluating current contract language for consistency across principal offices and contracts.
The expectation is that all requests for proposal are reviewed before going to the contracting
office for review to ensure security language is included in the contract.
Acquisition Alert 2016-07, “Class Deviation to Implement Policy Regarding Access to
Contractor Information Systems,” issued by the Office of the Chief Financial Officer on
August 9, 2016, obligates contracting officers and contract specialists to include certain
provisions and/or clauses to ensure compliance with Departmental policy regarding access to
contractor or subcontractor information systems. Of the 11 contracts we reviewed, 4 were issued
on or after August 9, 2016, and were subject to Acquisition Alert 2016-07. Of these four
contracts, none included the mandated clause “Access to Contractor and Subcontractor
Information Systems.” For the other seven contracts that were issued before Acquisition Alert
2016-07, we found that four of the contracts did not contain provisions and/or relevant clauses
that would allow Departmental access to contractors or subcontractor information systems. The
lack of communication between the contractors and contracting officer representatives at the
8

Since the current EDUCATE system was being replaced by sectional contracts, we selected a sectional component
contract, Portfolio of Integrated Value-Oriented Technologies-M, that was already awarded.
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Department regarding inclusion of relevant contract provisions, as well as limited monitoring of
contractual obligations, further contributed to this condition. Without an access clause included
in its service contracts, the Department cannot ensure that it will have access to contractor
systems enabling it to perform necessary quality assurance, audit, and investigative functions
required by Federal guidance.
The Department Did Not Maintain an Updated Systems Inventory for Active Websites
We found the Department’s system inventory does not accurately reflect all active websites
providing services for the Department. Specifically, when we compared the list that was
provided during the FY FISMA 2016 audit to the current inventory, that list included an
additional 61 active/online websites that were not included in the FY 2017 inventory. We
verified that the additional 61 websites were still operational and accessible to users. Based on
the information provided, we determined that there is no single source to provide a complete list
of websites providing services for the Department. Instead, lists are provided by different
sources and no centralized location is used to corroborate and maintain an accurate list.
NIST SP 800-53, Revision 4, CM-8 – Information System Component Inventory, states that
organizations should develop and document an inventory of information system components
that (1) accurately reflects the current information system, (2) includes all components within the
authorization boundary of the information system, and (3) is at the level of granularity deemed
necessary for tracking and reporting. It further states that the organization should (1) update the
inventory of information system components as an integral part of component installations,
removals, and information system updates; and (2) provide a centralized repository for the
inventory of information system components. Although the Department Handbook OCIO-01
requires each principal office to maintain a current inventory of systems, hardware and software
assets, and information (data) under its control throughout the respective system development
life cycles, the Department lacked a centralized tracking process to ensure that its inventory was
complete and current. Failure to identify and maintain an updated inventory—specifically, one
that accurately reflects all active websites managed by the Department—could lead to
compromise and exposure of data without the Department knowing that it had occurred.
Recommendations
We recommend that the Deputy Secretary require OCIO to—
1.1

Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level 4 Managed and
Measurable status of the Risk Management program.

1.2

Ensure that “Information Technology Security General Support Systems and Major
Applications Inventory Guidance, Version 1.0” is updated.

1.3

Ensure that all contracts are reviewed and reevaluated to ensure that required access and
security language is included.

1.4

Establish a centralized tracking process for maintaining all active websites for the
Department.
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Management Comments
The Department concurred with recommendations 1.1, 1.3, and 1.4 but did not concur with
recommendation 1.2. For recommendations 1.1, 1.3, and 1.4, the Department stated it will
develop corrective action plans by December 1, 2017, to address the associated finding. For
recommendation 1.2, the Department stated it released Information Assurance Services 02,
“Systems Inventory Methodology and Guidance,” and the Information Assurance Services 03,
“System Categorization Guidance,” that superseded the “Information Technology Security
General Support Systems and Major Applications Inventory Guidance, Version 1.0.”
OIG Response
The OIG will review the corrective action plans to determine whether the actions will address the
finding and recommendations and, if so, will validate them during our FY 2018 FISMA audit.
Regarding recommendation 1.2, the OIG identified Information Assurance Services 02 and 03 as
active guidance during the audit; however, we also found that the Information Technology
Security General Support Systems and Major Applications Inventory Guidance, Version 1.0, still
served as the overarching policy and had not been officially superseded. On October 28, 2017,
the OIG confirmed the guidance remained on the Department’s intranet website and did not see
any indication that this guidance had been officially superseded. If the OIG receives
confirmation that the Department has removed the guidance from its intranet site, we will
consider this action to be responsive to the finding and recommendation.

SECURITY FUNCTION 2—PROTECT
The “Protect” security function comprises the Configuration Management, Identity and Access
Management, and Security Training metric domains. Based on our evaluation of the three
program areas, we determined that the Protect security function was consistent with the Defined
level of the maturity model, which is categorized as being not effective. Strengths and areas of
improvement are identified individually in each of the metric domain sections below.
In FY 2016, the Department and FSA were measured against a maturity model indicator scoring
system for these three metric domains and were categorized at the Defined level for this security
function due to our findings in the three metric domains. For example, in configuration
management, we found (1) select policies and procedures were not current with NIST and
Departmental guidance, (2) appropriate application connection protocols were not being used,
and (3) the Department was unable to prevent unauthorized devices from connecting to the
network. All three findings were repeat findings from our FY 2015 FISMA audit and continue
to exist. Through our vulnerability assessment testing, we found that the Department’s and
FSA’s controls over web applications, as well as the application’s network infrastructure need
improvement. For Identity and Access Management, we performed database management
assessments that identified vulnerabilities, configuration errors, rogue installations, and access
issues for databases residing in the Office of General Counsel Case and Activity Management
System, Education Security Tracking and Reporting System, Personal Authentication Service,
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and Common Origination and Disbursement environments. Further, we found that two-factor
authentication9 for nonprivileged users is not effectively implemented and external network
connections did not use two-factor authentication—another repeat finding from the FY 2015
FISMA audit. We also found that although the Department established processes and controls to
ensure an effective Security Training program, we identified an area in which the Department
can improve its assessment of contractors with significant security and privacy responsibilities.
METRIC DOMAIN 2—CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
Configuration management includes tracking an organization’s hardware, software, and other
resources to support networks, systems, and network connections. This includes software
versions and updates installed on the organization’s computer systems. Configuration
management enables the management of system resources throughout the system life cycle.
We determined that the Department’s and FSA’s configuration management programs were
consistent with the Defined level of the maturity model. The Department and FSA have defined
the roles and responsibilities at the organizational and information system levels for stakeholders
involved in information system configuration management. Also, these roles and responsibilities
have been communicated across the organization. The Department also developed an
organization-wide configuration management plan that includes the necessary components.
Furthermore, Department and FSA consistently implemented Trusted Internet Connections (TIC)
approved connections and critical capabilities that were managed internally. However, while the
Department has made several improvements to its Configuration Management program, its
practices in several areas still do not meet the Managed and Measurable threshold under the
metrics to be considered effective. To meet Managed and Measurable, the Department would
need to achieve that level in at least 5 of the 8 metric areas. For example, the Department would
need to employ automated mechanisms (such as application whitelisting and network
management tools) to detect unauthorized hardware, software, and firmware on its network and
take immediate actions to limit any security impact.
The Department has made progress in defining and communicating the responsibilities of
configuration management to stakeholders and began performing an assessment of skills,
knowledge, and resources to effectively implement a configuration management program and
continues to work to ensure this is developed across the Department. These areas are included as
part of Risk Management forums that are held throughout the year. OCIO also relies on its
current workforce strategy to accomplish these assessments.
The Department’s Life Cycle Management Framework provides the foundation for the
implementation of standards, processes, and procedures for acquiring and developing IT
solutions. It requires that configuration management plans identify the configuration items,
components, and related work products that will be placed under configuration management
using configuration identification, configuration control, and configuration status accounting and
configuration audits. It also ensures that the plan will establish and maintain the integrity of
9

Two-factor authentication is a security process in which the user provides two means of identification from
separate categories of credentials; one is typically a physical token, such as a card, and the other is typically
something memorized. This additional layer of security could help reduce the incidence of online identity theft,
phishing expeditions, and other online fraud.
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work products throughout the life cycle. The Department also uses the Life Cycle Management
Framework policy that provides guidance on how changes are communicated to users.
The EARB is responsible for strategic decision making and communication to achieve the
enterprise vision for technology at the Department level. Changes implemented on individual
systems are the responsibility of the system owners. NTT manages the Department’s
Configuration Management Plan. The Department also relies on the system owners to include
the change management plan as part of their contract.
The Department has developed configuration management plans and outlined information
system configuration management policies and procedures in their overarching policies
governing configuration management. As part of this process, system vulnerability scans
conducted by the Department are reviewed to provide assurance that policies are being
disseminated and enforced. Configuration management plans are being actively used and are
submitted through the EARB process when approving systems.
As part of the Department’s configuration management policy, each system is required to have
its own system specific configuration management plan describing the processes for identifying
and managing changes to that system. These processes are being followed when the Department
performs assessments and/or independent security control assessments. Each system is required
to have a Configuration Management Plan that details the system’s processes that enables OCIO
to gain an understanding of the system before testing the controls. If the system does not have a
plan, a finding and POA&M are created and the finding is entered into CSAM.
NTT relies on its own patch management policies to remediate vulnerabilities found in the
Department’s systems that incorporate the guidance outlined in OCIO-01, “Information
Assurance/Cybersecurity Policy.”10 Also, the Department has an independent verification and
validation team that completes assessments to ensure that vulnerabilities have actually been
remediated.
The Department established a vulnerability and patch management process. This process
included (1) creating a system inventory; (2) monitoring for vulnerabilities, remediations, and
threats; (3) prioritizing vulnerability remediation; (4) creating a remediation database; (5) testing
and deploying remediations; and (6) verifying remediation. In addition, the Department
established security metrics measuring a system’s susceptibility to an attack, as well as
mitigation response time. FSA has also its own patch management process that consisted of
(1) patch notification, (2) deployment, (3) testing, (4) post-production implementation review,
(5) patch validation, and (6) bimonthly patch reporting.
The Department uses security concepts to manage and maintain security baseline configurations.
This included (1) configuration planning and management, (2) identifying and implementing
configuration settings, (3) configuration change control, and (4) configuration monitoring. We
also found that the Department established a security baseline for its systems. This included
(1) Federal Desktop Core Configurations, (2) U.S. Government Configuration Baselines, and
(3) Education Baseline Configurations.
10

NTT Data Services Federal Government, Inc., provides the services for the EDUCATE contract.
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The Department also established a system-hardening process for standard Windows, Linux, and
UNIX operating systems. In addition, FSA established a hardening standard process for
maintaining and updating hardware and software components.
The Department is an enterprise-wide TIC provider and manages two TICs (one primary and one
alternate) that are shared by the Department and FSA. In FY 2015, DHS performed a TIC
Capability Validation of the Department’s TIC implementation and found that the Department
was at 96 percent for TIC 2.0 capabilities implementation, 98 percent for external network traffic
to and from the organization's networks passing through a TIC, and 100 percent of
network/application interconnections to/from the organization’s networks passing through a TIC.
The Department informed us it had completed projects to enforce TIC requirements for
multifactor authentication for administrative access to Department systems and to add
redundancy to its internal Network Time Protocol capabilities. The Department stated that the
completion of these projects increased its compliance with TIC 2.0 critical capabilities to
98 percent. In FY 2017, the focus has been on the establishment of TIC access points for the
Department’s Next Generation Data Center.
Issue 2. The Department and FSA’s Configuration Management Program Needs
Improvement
Of the eight metrics for the Configuration Management domain, we found the Department and
FSA to be at the Defined level for six metrics, the Consistently Implemented level for one
metric, and the Ad Hoc level for one metric. We found that the Department (1) was not using
appropriate application connection protocol; (2) was unable to protect against unauthorized
devices connecting to its network; (3) used unsupported operating systems, databases, and
applications in its production environment; (4) had not configured websites to encrypt data
transmission; (5) failed to adequately protect personally identifiable information; and (6) along
with FSA, needs to improve its controls over web applications and servers.
The Department Was Not Using Appropriate Application Connection Protocols
During our FY 2015 and 2016 FISMA audits, we identified several authorized connections that
used outdated security connection protocols. The Department concurred with the findings and
introduced planned corrective actions to mitigate the known risks. However, we found that the
Department continued to use the previously identified outdated secure connection protocols as a
connection mechanism. Specifically, out of the 276 Department authorized active connections,
30 (11 percent) did not adhere to the mandated encryption standards of Transport Layer Security
(TLS) 1.1 and above. NIST required agencies to develop migration plans to support TLS 1.2 by
January 1, 2015. The Department did not restrict the use of nonsecure Secure Socket Layer
version 3 connections to its network and did not take the necessary steps to ensure only
recommended secure TLS connections were used.
Per the Department’s policies, if the Department decides to accept the risks with identified
controls weaknesses or vulnerabilities, it must complete and submit a Risk Acceptance Form.
We reviewed all Risk Acceptance Forms the Department and FSA provided, and we did not find
any forms that related to the use of Secure Socket Layer version 3 or TLS version 1.0 for the
specific active connections. The transition from Secure Socket Layer version 3 to TLS
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connection would help safeguard user information by providing a more secure connection.
Despite committing to address this issue in FY 2015 and 2016, the Department has continued to
use vulnerable protocols, and users could still expose systems to a number of vulnerabilities and
exploits, including man-in-the-middle attacks that could jeopardize Department resources.11
The Department Was Unable to Prevent Unauthorized Devices From Connecting to Its Network
The Department had not implemented a solution to consistently restrict the use of unauthorized
devices that connect to its network. The Department plans to use a network access control12
solution to account for and control systems, along with peripherals on its network. We originally
identified this issue in our FY 2011 FISMA audit report. Despite the Department’s commitment
to restrict unauthorized access on its network, the network access control solution was not
effectively implemented. Our testing in June 2016 showed that the network access control
solution was not able to restrict our access. In April 2017, the Department stated that the
network access control solution was successfully implemented to block access to all nonGovernment furnished equipment. However, our testing again allowed us to gain access to a
number of internal resources by connecting to the Department’s network with non-Government
furnished equipment. Despite the Department’s assertion that the network access control
solution was successfully implemented, the Department was unable to properly configure its
network access control solution to restrict the availability of network resources to only endpoint
devices that comply with its defined security policy.
The Department Continued to Rely on Unsupported Operating Systems, Databases, and
Applications in the Production Environment
In 2015, we identified that the Department relied on a number of operating systems on the
EDUCATE system that are no longer supported by their vendors. At that time, the Department
was unable to provide any documentation, such as Risk Assessment Forms, to justify the use of
unsupported systems, and committed to discontinue the use of these obsolete systems or develop
justification for their continued use by September 2016.
During this year’s audit, we found that the Department and FSA still relied on a number of
operating systems, databases, and applications that were not supported by the vendors. The
Department advised application owners to submit corrective action plans to upgrade the systems
or submit Risk Acceptance Forms. However, it was unable to provide any documentation, such
as Risk Assessment Forms, to justify the continued use of unsupported systems. Because the
vendors were no longer supporting these systems, no one was addressing new vulnerabilities,
leaving the Department’s operating systems at unknown risk and with no alternate plan of
actions.

11

A man-in-the-middle attack is an attack where the attacker secretly relays and possibly alters the communication
between two parties who believe they are directly communicating with each other.
12
Network access control is a policy-enforcement mechanism designed to authenticate and authorize systems
attempting to connect to a network.
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Department Relied on Unsecure Web Connections
The Department did not enable the use of an encryption protocol on 151 out of the 478 websites
in its inventory to protect users and their information being submitted via web portals. OMB
M-15-13, “Policy to Require Secure Connections Across Federal Websites and Web Services,”
requires that all publically accessible Federal websites and web services provide service only
through a secure connection. Further, agencies must make all existing websites and services
accessible through a secure connection (HTTPS-only, with HSTS) by December 31, 2016. 13 We
found that only 327 of 478 (68 percent) active websites provided by the Department enforced the
secure connection protocol mandate.
Personally Identifiable Information Not Consistently Protected
The Department is not ensuring the protection of personally identifiable information—primarily
Social Security number information—requested through its website by displaying information
entered in clear text. Further, the Department continues to use Social Security numbers as an
identifier. Specifically, we found that out of the 478 websites we reviewed, 4 websites required
users to login with the use of the Social Security numbers. Additionally, none of the 4 websites
were configured to mask sensitive personally identifiable information, and 1 of the 4 used Social
Security number as a primary identifier. We identified a similar condition relating to using
Social Security numbers as a primary identifier in our FY 2014 FISMA audit.
Websites Not Displaying Warning Banners
The Department has websites that do not display warning banners when users login to
Departmental resources. The Department provided 5 separate lists of websites totaling
478 active websites. We judgmentally selected the largest list that included 252 websites and
tested to see if the websites displayed a banner notifying users that they were accessing a
Government system. Of the 252 sites tested, 33 (13 percent) did not display a login banner as
mandated by NIST and Departmental guidance. The Department failed to configure all of its
websites to ensure compliance with login banner requirements.
The Department’s and FSA’s Controls Over Web Applications and Servers Need Improvement
As part of our security and vulnerability testing for the FISMA FY 2017 audit, we performed
web application and server vulnerability assessments for 9 of the 10 judgmentally selected
systems.14 As a result of our testing, we found that the Department and FSA should increase
implementation and management of its technical security architectures supporting applications
and infrastructure to restrict unauthorized access to information resources to protect it against
potential application compromise. Specifically, our testing identified that although some key
controls were effectively implemented (such as network segmentation, endpoint protection, and
firewalls), the security architecture could use further enhancements to strengthen the
13

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (or HTTP) is the foundation of data communication for the World Wide Web.
HTTPS is the secure version of HTTP. HTTPS Strict Transport Security (or HSTS) allows web servers to declare
that web browsers should only interact with it using secure HTTPS connections.
14
Refer to the “Objective, Scope, and Methodology” section of this report for a complete list of systems subject to
our testing.
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Department’s overall security posture. For example, we identified instances of (1) SQL injection
execution vulnerabilities, (2) unsecure web protocols, (3) impersonation of user sessions,
(4) unprivileged access, (5) remote code execution, and (6) missing patches.
NIST SP 800-53, Revision 4, provides guidelines for selecting and specifying security controls
for organization and information systems supporting the executive agencies of the Federal
Government to meet the requirements of Federal Information Processing Standards Publication
200, “Minimum Security Requirement for Federal Information Systems.” This includes
(1) configuration management policies and procedures, (2) baseline configuration,
(3) minimization of personally identifiable information, (4) unsupported system components, and
(5) transmission confidentiality and integrity.15 NIST SP 800-52, “Guidelines for the Selection,
Configuration and Use of Transport Layer Security Implementations,” states that TLS version
1.1 is required, at a minimum, to mitigate various attacks on version 1.0 of the TLS protocol.
Support for TLS version 1.2 is strongly recommended and agencies are required to develop
migration plans to support TLS 1.2 by January 1, 2015. NIST SP 800-46, Revision 1, “Guide to
Enterprise Telework and Remote Access Security,” states that organizations should consider the
use of network access control solutions that verify the security posture of a client before allowing
these on an internal network.
Relying on the outdated procedures; unsupported operating systems, databases, and applications;
application connection protocols; and improper configurations of access privilege and web
encryption could lead to data leakage and exposure of personally identifiable information that
can compromise the Department’s integrity and reputation. In addition, inadequate system
configuration practices increase the potential for unauthorized activities to occur without being
detected and could lead to potential theft, destruction, or misuse of Department data and its
resources.
Recommendations
We recommend that the Deputy Secretary and Chief Operating Officer require that OCIO and
FSA—
2.1

Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level 3 Consistently
Implemented status of the Configuration Management program.

2.2

Immediately correct or mitigate the vulnerabilities identified during the vulnerability
assessment.

2.3

Ensure POA&Ms are created to remedy infrastructure vulnerabilities identified in the
hosting data center environments.

15

Includes control numbers CM-1, CM-2, DM-1, SA-22, and SC-8.
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We recommend that the Deputy Secretary require OCIO to—
2.4

At a minimum, enforce TLS 1.1 or higher as the only connection for all Department
connections. (Repeat Recommendation)

2.5

Discontinue the use of or develop a justification for using unsupported operating systems,
databases, and applications. (Repeat Recommendation)

2.6

Ensure that all existing websites and services are accessible through a secure connection
as required by OMB M-15-13.

2.7

Configure all websites to display warning banners when users login to Departmental
resources.

We recommend that the Chief Operating Officer require FSA to—
2.8

Ensure that all websites and portals hosting personally identifiable information are
configured not to display clear text.

2.9

Eliminate the use of Social Security numbers as an authentication element when logging
onto FSA websites by requiring the user to create a unique identifier for account
authentication. (Repeat Recommendation)

Management Comments
The Department concurred with recommendations 2.1 to 2.3 and, 2.6 to 2.9, and partially
concurred with recommendations 2.4 and 2.5. For recommendations 2.1 to 2.3 and 2.6 to 2.9,
the Department stated it will develop corrective action plans by December 1, 2017, to address the
associated finding.
For recommendation 2.4, the Department stated that OCIO published the requirement to
implement Transport Layer Security (TLS) version 1.1 in section 4.15.2 Policies of the
Departmental Handbook for Information Assurance/Cybersecurity Policy (OCIO-01), dated
January 18, 2017. As a result of the FY 2016 FISMA report and associated finding, the
Department also stated it led an effort to ensure that POA&Ms and/or Risk Acceptance Forms, as
appropriate, were completed for each system that was identified to have this vulnerability. The
Department further stated that it will work with the OIG to validate this finding and, if required,
develop a corrective action plan by December 1, 2017, to address the associated finding.
For recommendation 2.5, the Department stated that at the time of the response, OCIO has not
received the background information from the OIG to validate this finding. It also stated that
some software may be listed as “unsupported” by the vendor, but there may be mitigations in
place that allows the continued use of the software on the network. The Department further
stated that it will work with the OIG to validate this finding and, if required, develop a corrective
action plan by December 1, 2017, to address the finding.
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OIG Response
The OIG will review the corrective action plans to determine whether the actions will address the
finding and recommendations and, if so, will validate them during our FY 2018 FISMA audit.
Regarding recommendation 2.5, the OIG will provide the background information to assist
OCIO in validating the finding. Once the corrective action plan is developed, the OIG will
review it to determine whether the actions will address the finding and recommendation and, if
so, will validate them during our FY 2018 FISMA audit.
METRIC DOMAIN 3—IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT
The Identity and Access Management metric domain includes identifying, using credentials, and
managing user access to network resources. It also includes managing the user’s physical and
logical access to Federal facilities and network resources. Remote access allows users to
remotely connect to internal resources while working from a location outside their normal
workspace. Remote access management is the ability to manage all connections and computers
that remotely connect to an organization’s network. To provide an additional layer of protection,
remote connections should require users to connect using two-factor authentication.
We determined that the Department’s and FSA’s Identity and Access Management programs
were consistent with the Defined level of the maturity model. The Department’s and FSA’s roles
and responsibilities at the organizational and information system levels for stakeholders involved
in Identity, Credential, and Access Management (ICAM) have been fully defined and
communicated across the organization. This includes, as appropriate, developing an ICAM
governance structure to align and consolidate the agency’s ICAM investments, monitoring
programs, and ensuring awareness and understanding. However, while the Department has made
several improvements to its Identity and Access program, its practices in several areas still do not
meet the Managed and Measurable threshold under the metrics to be considered effective. To
meet Managed and Measurable, the Department would need to achieve that level in at least 5 of
the 9 metric areas. For example, the Department would need to demonstrate that it has
transitioned to its desired or “to-be” ICAM architecture and has integrated its ICAM strategy and
activities with its enterprise architecture and the Federal Identity, Credentialing and Access
Management segment architecture.
The Department established OCIO-01, “Information Assurance/Cybersecurity Policy,” dated
January 2017, which sets forth Department-level policies regarding (1) roles and responsibilities
of various senior positions relating to IT security; (2) the annual review of the policy by the
Department’s Chief Information Security Officer; (3) access control and authentication;
(4) personnel security; (5) security screening for all contractor and subcontractor employees
(supplemented by OM 5-101, “Contractor Employee Personnel Security Screening”); (6) the
display of system warning banners; (7) system rules of behavior; (8) network access control;
(9) remote access; (10) user session timeout; and (11) management of unsupported system
components on Department information systems.
The Department established Information Assurance Services 01, “Logical Access Control
Guidance” in October 2016. It identifies roles and responsibilities, as well as requirements for
the selection, implementation, monitoring, and enforcement of logical access controls as they
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relate to Department’s information systems. These requirements include (1) managing
privileged user accounts, (2) using multifactor authentication (personal identification verification
or token) for remote access, (3) the design and configuration of automated monitoring
capabilities and control of remote access methods, (4) the design and configure with
cryptographic mechanisms to protect the confidentiality and integrity of remote access sessions,
(5) session termination after 30 minutes of inactivity, (6) the display of system warning banners,
and (7) system rules of behavior.
The Department issued the ICAM Enterprise Roadmap and the ICAM Implementation Plan in
March 2017. The Roadmap and the Implementation Plan identify the goals and objective of the
Department’s ICAM programs and the targeted timeline on meeting of them.
In March 2017, OCIO developed a token replacement strategy in response to a FY 2016 FISMA
OIG audit finding. The strategy was designed to replace current token access with personal
identity verification cards for remote users who access the Department’s network using nonGovernment furnished equipment but do not require physical access to Department offices.
Issue 3. The Department’s and FSA’s Identity and Access Management Program Needs
Improvement
Of the nine metrics for the Identity and Access Management domain, we found the Department
and FSA to be at the Defined level for seven metrics and the Ad Hoc level for two metrics. We
found that the Department and FSA can strengthen their controls regarding identity and access
management to enable them to progress to the next maturity level in the areas of (1) ensuring
appropriate clearance requirements are met before granting system access, (2) managing external
privileged accounts, (3) implementing the ICAM strategy, (4) implementing the network access
control solution, (5) displaying system warning banners, and (6) improving controls over
database management.
Access to Systems Granted Without Background Investigations
The Department and FSA did not adhere to the required Federal background investigation
process for granting and monitoring access to its external users. In particular, we found
contractors with privileged user access to Department and FSA systems that did not have
required background investigations. This included external token users with access to
EDUCATE systems, as well as foreign nationals with access to Department and FSA external
systems. We also found that FSA allowed contractors to grant access to users without ensuring
the applicable clearance requirements had been met. In addition, FSA failed to ensure that those
employees had appropriate background investigations for the required level of access. FSA
began investigating these issues in March 2017 and as of July 2017, the issues had not been
resolved. By allowing users without proper clearance to access its systems and data, the
Department exposes itself to the risk of providing people with the potential to do harm to the
Department and the opportunity to compromise Departmental information resources.
Furthermore, in addition to allowing the contractors to grant access to privileged users via
personal identity verification interoperable cards, FSA lacked the ability to track and monitor the
activity of those users.
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FSA Did Not Manage Its External Privileged User Accounts
FSA did not have an effective process for identifying, managing, or tracking activity of
privileged user accounts.16 Specifically, we found that FSA could not account for a complete
inventory of its external privileged user accounts. FSA estimated that there were about 1,600
privileged users on its systems; however, FSA was not able to validate the actual number of
active accounts. Only after FSA was notified that these concerns existed did it request user
activity logs of those privileged users and initiate an investigation into this issue. As of
July 2017, FSA still had not completed the review of the activity logs of these privileged users.17
Without an accurate accounting of privileged users accessing Departmental systems and data, as
well as not reviewing privileged user activity, the Department has no assurance privileged user
activity did not result in the compromise of its systems and/or data.
ICAM Strategy Had Not Been Finalized
We found that the Department was in the process of creating its ICAM structure during FY 2017
and is targeted to have full Federal implementation of ICAM by the end of FY 2018. When the
implementation plan was issued in March 2017, the Department had just begun the process of
reviewing its needs and requirements for an enterprise-level solution to achieve ICAM
requirements that can be used to support the multitenant and multifaceted mission of the
Department. Current logical access control system capabilities are not centrally managed or
provisioned and there is limited to no information sharing of identity or security
entitlement/privilege for the community of users that the applications serve. The Department
was still working to understand what would be needed, including resources, to make the ICAM
program mature. Further, the Department is assessing the potentially significant resource
requirements to monitor users from colleges, universities, and business partners that have access
to its systems. Without the full implementation of the ICAM strategy, the Department cannot
ensure full accountability of its access management program.
Network Access Control Solution Not Fully Implemented
We found that the Department’s network access control solution had not been fully implemented.
In January 2014, the Department contracted NTT to implement the network access control
solution to (1) identify all devices that are connected to the Department’s networks,
(2) distinguish server/network/printer/phone devices from end user devices, (3) authenticate
devices that connect to the network, and (4) enforce Department-defined endpoint network
access control security policies. As outlined previously, our testing confirmed that the
Department’s network access control was not fully implemented. Also, the Department’s 2017
Quarter 3 FISMA report confirmed that the network access control solution had not been fully
implemented. Without full implementation of the network access control solution, the
Department cannot enforce access security to its information resources.

16

A privileged user is authorized (and therefore, trusted) to perform security-relevant functions that ordinary users
are not authorized to perform. As results of the elevated access, privileged users could control and assign access to
others, which create a risk within itself.
17
On September 8, 2017, the OIG was notified that the final 140 users had their access removed; however, the
investigation is ongoing.
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The Department’s Controls Over Database Management Needs Improvement
We performed database assessments that identified vulnerabilities, configuration errors, and
access issues for databases residing in 7 of our 10 judgmentally selected system sample—the
NCES Longitudinal Studies; I3Community of Practice and Public Information System Website;
Promise Neighborhood Website; OSEP Personnel Development Program Data Collection
System; Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Analysis, Communication, Dissemination,
and Meetings; Civil Rights Data Collection Reporting Web Site; and Office of General Counsel
Case Activity Management System systems. 18
Our scans of databases associated with these systems identified a total of 30 high vulnerabilities,
74 medium vulnerabilities, and 96 low vulnerabilities. The vulnerabilities were shared with
OCIO for remediation. By allowing these vulnerabilities to exist within its database, the
Department increases the risk that data can be accessed or altered by unauthorized individuals.
Two-Factor Authentication Had Not Been Fully Implemented
The Department and FSA did not consistently enforce the use of two-factor authentication. We
were provided a list of 478 connections for the Department and FSA. Out of the 478 Department
and FSA connections, we found 11 connections that were not configured to use two-factor
authentication; they connected to Department resources using a single-factor limited to a user
name and a password. Of the 11 connections, 6 are used to house student financial and academic
data and are considered sensitive. We found similar conditions in our FYs 2011 through 2016
FISMA audits. Although the Department’s corrective action plans stated that this finding was
addressed in April 2017, we still found connections that did not require two-factor
authentication. Enabling two-factor authentication will better ensure that user authentication will
be protected to avoid unauthorized individuals accessing Departmental resources.
NIST SP 800-53, Revision 4, provides guidelines for selecting and specifying security controls
for organization and information systems supporting the executive agencies of the Federal
Government to meet the requirements of Federal Information Processing Standards Publication
200, “Minimum Security Requirement for Federal Information Systems.” This includes
(1) access control, identification and authentication, and personnel security policy and
procedures; (2) account management; (3) system use notification; (4) remote access; (5) rules of
behavior; (6) position risk designation; (7) personnel screening; (8) access agreements; and
(9) information system monitoring.19 The lack of internal controls and safeguards governing the
identity and access management could result in increased risk of system compromise.

18

NCES Longitudinal Studies, I3Communicty of Practice and Public Information System Website, Promise
Neighborhood Website, and OSEP Personnel Development Program Data Collection System databases are managed
by Westat; the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Analysis, Communication, Dissemination, and Meetings
database is managed by American Institute for Research; and Civil Rights Data Collection Reporting Web Site and
Office of General Counsel Case Activity Management System databases are managed by NTT.
19
Includes control numbers AC-1, AC-2, AC-8, AC-17, IA-1, PL-4, PS-1, PS-2, PS-3, PS-6, and SI-4.
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Recommendations
We recommend that the Deputy Secretary and Chief Operating Officer require OCIO and FSA
to—
3.1

Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level 3 Consistently
Implemented status of the Identity and Access Management program.

3.2

Ensure, in cooperation with the Office of Management, that background investigations
are conducted (1) before granting access to Departmental and FSA systems and (2) to
ensure the correct level of access is granted.

3.3

Prohibit contractors from granting access to FSA systems without approval by the
Department.

3.4

Enforce a two-factor authentication configuration for all user connections to systems
and/or applications housing personally identifiable information.

We recommend that the Deputy Secretary require to OCIO—
3.5

Ensure the Department’s ICAM strategy is fully implemented to ensure that the
Department meets full Federal Government implementation of ICAM.

3.6

Ensure that the network access control solution is fully implemented to ensure
identification and authentication of devices connected to the network. (Repeat
Recommendation)

3.7

Create POA&Ms to remedy database vulnerabilities for all database vulnerabilities
identified.

We recommend that the Chief Operating Officer require FSA to—
3.8

Establish a process for identifying, managing, and tracking activity of privileged user
accounts.

Management Comments
The Department concurred with recommendations 3.1 to 3.5, 3.7 and 3.8, and partially concurred
with recommendations 3.6. The Department stated it will develop corrective action plans for
these recommendations by December 1, 2017, to address the associated findings.
The Department partially concurred with recommendation 3.6. The Department stated that it had
completed the implementation plan of the network access control solution during FY 2017. The
Department recognized that during the OIG’s testing, the OIG discovered configuration issues.
The Department stated that it will develop a corrective action plan by December 1, 2017, to
address the associated finding.
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OIG Response
The OIG will review the corrective action plans to determine whether the actions will address the
findings and recommendations and, if so, will validate them during our FY 2018 FISMA audit.
Regarding recommendation 3.6, the OIG agrees to provide the background information to assist
OCIO in validating the finding. Once the corrective action plan is developed, the OIG will
review it to determine whether the actions will address the finding and recommendation and, if
so, will validate them during our FY 2018 FISMA audit.
METRIC DOMAIN 4—SECURITY TRAINING
Security awareness training is a formal process for educating employees and contractors about IT
security pertaining to the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information. This includes
ensuring that all people involved in using and managing IT understand their roles and
responsibilities related to the organizational mission; understand the organization’s IT security
policy, procedures, and practices; and have adequate knowledge of the various management,
operational, and technical controls required to protect the IT resources for which they are
responsible.
We determined that the Department’s Security Training program was consistent with the Defined
level of the maturity model. The Department and FSA defined and appropriately communicated
the roles and responsibilities of all of the stakeholders. The stakeholders include all of the
Department’s employees, OCIO management, FSA management, Federal managers, Department
managers, Information Systems Security Officers, Authorizing Officials, and contractors, as well
as the authorized officials and CIOs. However, while the Department has made several
improvements to its Security Training program, its practices in several areas still do not meet the
Managed and Measurable threshold under the metrics to be considered effective. To meet
Managed and Measurable, the Department would need to achieve that level in at least 4 of the 6
metric areas. For example, the Department would need to demonstrate that it has addressed all
of its identified knowledge, skills, and abilities gaps. It would also have to demonstrate that
skilled personnel have been hired and/or existing staff trained to develop and implement the
appropriate metrics to measure the effectiveness of the organization’s training program in closing
identified skill gaps.
The Department established the “Information Technology Cyber Security Awareness and
Training Program Guidance,” dated February 2016. This program informs personnel, including
contractors and other users of information systems that support the operations and assets of the
agency, of information security risks associated with their activities and their responsibilities in
complying with Department policies and procedures designed to reduce these risks. One of the
primary goals of the program is to reduce risk to Department systems and information assets by
changing human behavior.
The Department established a Cybersecurity Workforce Development working group that is
headed by the Chief Information Security Officer. The purpose of that group is to develop a
strategy plan to help ensure that cybersecurity workforce development is successful at the
enterprise level. In May 2017, the OCIO, Information Assurance Services, established the
Cybersecurity Workforce Development Strategy and Program Plan. The plan is intended to be
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fully aligned with the Federal Cybersecurity Workforce Strategy that was issued by OMB on
July 12, 2016, via OMB Memorandum M‐16‐15. The plan details the Department’s actions to
identify, expand, recruit, develop, retain, and sustain a capable and competent workforce in key
functional areas to address complex and ever‐evolving cyber threats.
The OCIO, Information Assurance Services, established an “Information Technology Cyber
Security Awareness Program Tactical Plan for Fiscal Years 2017-2018,” dated July 2017. The
mission of the IT Security Awareness and Training Program is to provide current and relevant
cybersecurity awareness, education and training to employees, contractors and other users of
information systems that support the operations and assets of the Department. The program
focuses on changing human behaviors by informing personnel of their responsibilities in
complying with Department policies and procedures, is designed to reduce risks, and supports
the continuous growth and development of the cybersecurity workforce.
In July 2017, the OCIO established its “Cybersecurity Certification Program Guidance for ED
Information Technology Professionals.” The program details Department-wide actions to
comply with the requirements of the Federal Cybersecurity Workforce Assessment Act. This
Act requires Federal agencies to conduct and report on a baseline assessment of the existing
cyber workforce by identifying (1) the percentage of staff with cyber functions who currently
hold appropriate certifications, (2) the level of preparedness of staff without credentials to take
certification exams, and (3) a strategy for mitigating any gaps identified.
We found that the Department established a process for suspending user accounts that have not
completed the required security training by a defined date. This process was established for both
Federal and contractor employees.
The Department conducts simulated phishing exercises that measure the number of users who
open or read the phishing email and download and view the attachment. We reviewed the
Department’s tracking data of the exercises conducted from October 2014 through May 2017
and identified a decreasing trend in both Departmental employees and contractors who
downloaded and viewed the attachment.
Issue 4. The Department’s Security Training Program Needs Improvement
Of the six metrics for the Security Training domain, we found the Department and FSA to be at
the Defined level for all six metrics.
We found that contractors were able to obtain access to Departmental resources before fulfilling
their training requirements. For the first quarter of FY 2017, we found that out of 212 contractor
accounts, 88 (42 percent) had access to Departmental resources before completing required
training. Further, for the second quarter of FY 2017, we found that out of 341 contractor
accounts, 186 (55 percent) had access to Departmental resources before completing training.
Currently, the Department does not have a process to verify that contractors completed the
required security training and rely on the system owners to provide evidence that this has
occurred. In addition, the Department relies on system owners to enforce security training to its
contractors relating to suspending, terminating, and removing access to its network.
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OMB Circular A-130, Appendix III, “Management of Federal Information Resources,” requires
that all individuals be appropriately trained in how to fulfill their security responsibilities before
allowing them access to the system. Further, the Department’s “Information Technology Cyber
Security Awareness Training Guidance,” requires assurance that all users of its systems (i.e.,
general support systems and major applications) are appropriately trained in how to fulfill their
security responsibilities before allowing them access to systems. NIST SP 800-50, “Building an
Information Technology Security Awareness and Training Program,” Section 1.5.2, requires
CIOs to ensure that effective tracking and reporting mechanisms for security training are in
place. Without a formal process for educating contractors about IT security, the Department has
no assurance that its workforce will fulfill their security responsibilities.
Recommendations
We recommend that the Deputy Secretary require OCIO to—
4.1

Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level 3 Consistently
Implemented status of the Security Training program.

4.2

Ensure that contractors fulfill mandatory training requirements before accessing
Departmental systems.

Management Comments
The Department concurred with the recommendations. The Department stated it will develop a
corrective action plan by December 1, 2017, to address the associated finding.
OIG Response
The OIG will review the corrective action plan to determine whether the actions will address the
finding and recommendations and, if so, will validate them during our FY 2018 FISMA audit.

SECURITY FUNCTION 3—DETECT
The “Detect” security function comprises the ISCM metric domain. Based on our evaluation of
the Department’s ISCM program, we determined the Detect security function was consistent
with the Defined level of the maturity model, which is categorized as being not effective. We
found that the Department and FSA established policies and procedures with NIST guidelines
and OMB policy, finalized the implementation of Phase 1 of the DHS CDM program,
established the Cybersecurity Risk Management Framework, use the results of security control
assessments and monitoring to maintain ongoing authorizations of information systems, and
conducted Quarterly Cybersecurity Risk Management Forums and Workshops. However. we
noted some improvements are needed to help the agency reach a higher level of maturity. For
instance, we found improvements are needed in security control monitoring, developing and
identifying roles and responsibilities, and fully implementing the CDM program.
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METRIC DOMAIN 5—INFORMATION SECURITY CONTINUOUS
MONITORING
Continuous monitoring of organizations and information systems determines the ongoing
effectiveness of deployed security controls; changes in information systems and environments of
operation; and compliance with legislation, directives, policies, and standards.
In FYs 2015 and 2016, we determined that the Department’s and FSA’s ISCM program was at
Level 1: Ad Hoc of the maturity model. Specifically, for 2016, we found that the Department and
FSA did not meet Level 2 requirements because the Department and FSA (1) did not assess the
skills, knowledge, and resources needed to effectively implement an ISCM program (at both
Level 1 and Level 2) and (2) did not define ISCM stakeholders and their responsibilities and
communicated this across the organization.
This year we determined that the Department’s and FSA’s ISCM programs were consistent with
the Defined level of the maturity model. The Department and FSA perform ongoing assessments
of their systems to grant authority to operate. They use the Cyber Security Assessment and
Management system to store, monitor, and track the status of the system security authorization
documentation for each of the Department’s systems. However, while the Department has made
several improvements to its ISCM program, its practices in several areas still do not meet the
Managed and Measurable threshold under the metrics to be considered effective. The
Department and FSA have all the capabilities and resources to transition to the next maturity
level; however, to meet Managed and Measurable level, the Department would need to achieve
that level in at least 2 more of the 5 metric areas. For example, the Department would need to
demonstrate that its staff is consistently collecting, monitoring, and analyzing qualitative and
quantitative performance measures across the organization and reporting data on the
effectiveness of the organization’s ISCM program.
The Department has taken steps to strengthen its ISCM program. For instance, the Department
initiated and completed a self-assessment of its ISCM program and rated themselves at the
Defined maturity level. The Department also finalized and implemented Phase 1 of the DHS
CDM program. This process is aligned with the Department’s ISCM program and was
implemented in July 2017. In addition, as part of Phase 1 of the CDM program, the Department
updated its vulnerability and patch management procedures, configuration management
guidance, and hardware and software management guides.
In January 2016, the Department created the Cybersecurity Risk Management Framework to
allow the stakeholders to manage risk. The Cybersecurity Risk Management Framework is used
to evaluate the organization risk posture, the maturity of the agency cyber security program,
vulnerabilities, security program life cycle, and governance of the security program. The
Department has incorporated some portions of the Framework into its ISCM program. Also, the
Department’s EARB is integrated with the Cybersecurity Risk Management Framework and
Enterprise Architecture Process.
The Department and FSA use the results of security control assessments and monitoring to
maintain ongoing authorizations of information systems. FSA has the Ongoing Security
Authorization program and the OCIO has the Continuous Security Authorization program. Both
programs were designed to authorize systems and continually monitor them through their life
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cycle as opposed to the former certification and accreditation process. FSA has been operating
its Ongoing Security Authorization program since FY 2013, and OCIO has been operating its
Continuous Security Authorization program since FY 2014. The Department and FSA use the
CSAM system to monitor and manage the authorization process for their systems. CSAM also
acts as a repository for all security documentation and POA&Ms, along with risk acceptance
justifications.
The Department uses performance metrics and lessons learned in collaboration with its
stakeholders as a way to determine whether the ISCM program is fully integrated. The
Department also conducts Quarterly Cybersecurity Risk Management Workshops that provide
resources and references that enable stakeholders to address CSAM Risk Management
Framework checklists. These workshops cover issues such as (1) common control identification,
(2) security control selection, and (3) security plan approval. The Department also conducts
Quarterly Cybersecurity Risk Management Forums for stakeholders to discuss program
governance, risk, and compliance. These forums cover issues such as (1) IT system assessments,
(2) ISCM, (3) cybersecurity policy and guidance updates, (4) authorization to operate statuses,
(5) POA&Ms by principal office, (6) transport layer security, (7) unauthorized software,
(8) fiscal year assessment schedule, and (9) CSAM monitoring. In addition, the Department is
meeting weekly to discuss major milestones and enforcement. The Department also uses these
forums to discuss ongoing challenges, such as encryption requirements for publically accessible
websites, and system stakeholders’ understanding of POA&M root causes and how to identify
proper actions to remediate these challenges.
Issue 5. The Department’s ISCM Program Needs Improvement (Repeat Finding)
Of the five metrics for the ISCM program domain, we found the Department and FSA to be at
the Defined level for three metrics, the Managed and Measurable level for one metric, and the
Consistently Implemented level for one metric. We found that the Department can strengthen its
controls regarding ISCM, which will enable it to progress to the next maturity level in the areas
of (1) security control monitoring, (2) developing and identifying roles and responsibilities, and
(3) fully implementing its CDM program.
Department Relies on Manual Security Control Monitoring
The Department’s latest revision of its ISCM Roadmap (April 2017) encompasses people,
policies, processes, and technology and is used to perform ISCM as defined by NIST. It
supports ongoing observation, assessment, analysis, and diagnosis of an organization’s
information security posture, hygiene, and operational readiness. Although the Department has
improved capabilities on monitoring the security controls effectiveness and improving overall
implementation on a continuous basis, it currently relies on manual processes. It is the
Department’s goal to become more automated with the assistance of CSAM.
ISCM Stakeholders With Designated Roles and Responsibilities Need Further Engagement
Although the Department’s ISCM Roadmap details the roles and responsibilities that will enable
the ISCM program to be successful, it is still in the process of trying to better educate and engage
ISCM stakeholders. For instance, the Department has assessed skills for specific roles at the
enterprise level such as the Authorizing Official, Chief Information Security Officer, Information
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System Security Officer, and System Owners; however, knowledge of their ISCM roles and
responsibilities were limited. Also, new roles have been created that currently require a staff
member to assume dual roles. In addition, the Department identified 126 operational systems
across the agency with required Information System Security Officers that do not have a CSAM
account or are missing a required point of contact.
CDM Program Not Fully Implemented
As a participant in the DHS CDM program, the Department can leverage DHS’ technical
architecture for the CDM system.20 As of June 2017, the Department had completed Phase 1 of
the three-phase program where it has aligned DHS policies and procedures with its ISCM
program. With Phase 1 of the program implemented, the Department was participating in
Phase 2 of the CDM program. However, at the time of our fieldwork, the Department was only
in the planning stage and had not completed implementation.
In accordance with NIST SP 800-137, communication with all stakeholders is key in developing
the ISCM strategy and implementing the program. This standard builds on the monitoring
concepts introduced in NIST SP 800-37, Revision 1, “Guide for Applying the Risk Management
Framework to Federal Information Systems.” An ISCM program helps ensure that deployed
security controls continue to be effective and operations remain within organizational risk
tolerances despite inevitable changes that occur over time. In cases where security controls are
determined to be inadequate, ISCM programs facilitate prioritized security response actions
based on risk.
By implementing an automated security control process, establishing roles and responsibilities in
its ISCM program, and successfully implementing the CDM program, the Department can help
ensure that it maintains an effective ISCM program for its deployed security controls.
Recommendations
We recommend that the Deputy Secretary and the Chief Operating Officer require OCIO and
FSA to—
5.1

Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level 4 Managed and
Measurable status of the ISCM program.

We recommend that the Deputy Secretary require OCIO to—
5.2

Automate its capabilities for monitoring the security controls effectiveness and overall
implementation of the ISCM Roadmap.

5.3

Ensure that ISCM stakeholders with designated roles and responsibilities are properly
educated and engaged.

20

A CDM system provides continuous diagnostics and mitigation and provides the results and analysis of these
diagnostics to dashboards at the agency level and at the Federal level.
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5.4

Ensure all Information System Security Officers establish and use CSAM accounts, and
that required points of contacts are identified.

5.5

Ensure the completion of Phase 2 of the CDM program.

Management Comments
The Department concurred with the recommendations. The Department stated it will develop a
corrective action plan by December 1, 2017, to address the associated finding.
OIG Response
The OIG will review the corrective action plan to determine whether the actions will address the
finding and recommendations and, if so, will validate them during our FY 2018 FISMA audit.

SECURITY FUNCTION 4—RESPOND
The “Respond” security function comprises the Incident Response metric domain. Based on our
evaluation of the Department’s Incident Response program, we determined the Respond security
function was at Defined level of the maturity model, which is categorized as being not effective.
We found that the Department established policies and procedures consistent with NIST
guidelines and OMB policy, established an incident response process, developed a Security
Operations Center process, performed tabletop exercises, participated in the DHS EINSTEIN
program, deployed numerous incident response tools, and produced monthly status reports.
However, we noted some improvements are needed to help the agency reach a higher level of
maturity. For instance, we found (1) Departmental guidance needed to be updated, (2) training is
needed for key personnel, (3) incidents were not reported in a timely manner, and (4) the
EINSTEIN interconnection security agreement was not current.
METRIC DOMAIN 6—INCIDENT RESPONSE
An organization’s incident response capability is necessary for rapidly detecting incidents,
minimizing loss and destruction, mitigating the weaknesses that were exploited to prevent future
occurrences, and restoring IT services. The goal of the incident response program is to
(1) provide surveillance, situational monitoring, and cyber defense services; (2) rapidly detect
and identify malicious activity and promptly subvert that activity; and (3) collect data and
maintain metrics that demonstrate the impact of the Department’s cyber defense approach, its
cyber state, and cyber security posture.
We determined that the Department’s Incident Response programs were consistent with the
Defined level of the maturity model. The Department had the policies and procedures to
determine the knowledge, skills, and abilities of its workforce; had a situational awareness of
vector taxonomy; and developed lessons learned which provided them with the understanding of
how their effectiveness of the incident handing process could be improved. However, while the
Department has made several improvements to its Incident Response program, its practices in
several areas still do not meet the Managed and Measurable threshold under the metrics to be
considered effective. To meet Managed and Measurable, the Department would need to achieve
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that level in at least 4 of the 7 metric areas. For example, the Department would need to
demonstrate that it has the ability to manage and measure the impact of successful incidents and
is able to quickly mitigate related vulnerabilities on other systems so that they are not subject to
exploitation of the same vulnerability.
In FY 2016, CIGIE, in coordination with OMB and DHS, developed the Incident Response
maturity model. Our evaluation of the FY 2016 Department’s Incident Response program
determined that the Respond security function was at Level 1: Ad-hoc, which was categorized as
being not effective. Specifically, the Department and FSA did not have documented policies and
procedures, inconsistently implemented incident handling procedures for security events, and
had not implemented incident response technologies.
The Department established OCIO Handbook-14, “Information Security Incident Response and
Reporting Procedures” to provide incident response and reporting procedures to ensure
appropriate and expeditious handling of information security incidents that may affect the
Department’s normal business operations. These procedures define the Department’s incident
response and reporting process as well as roles and responsibilities.
The Department has defined and communicated the structures of its incident response teams and
their roles and responsibilities. It created the “Education Security Operations Center Roles and
Responsibilities Standard Operating Procedures,” which distinguished tier responsibilities for the
Education Security Operations Center (EDSOC) analyst. The EDSOC engineer provides
maintenance and updates of the architecture of the SOC infrastructure that includes controlling
and managing the life cycle of all SOC changes, and ensures that hardware and software are
operational. The Change and Release Management component oversees and manages the
production and testing environments that includes the shared application and technical services
and well as the data centers.
The Education Computer Incident Response Capability Coordinator confirmed that addressing
each threat event differs depending on the type of incident and that there is a process to address
the incident at each level. For instance, a security event would be evaluated to determine the
reporting parameters, identify the source, identify the threat vector, and determine how to
quarantine the incident. The Education Computer Incident Response Capability Coordinator is
notified of the incident by the SOC coordinator, and the incident documentation is forwarded to
the CIO, the Chief Information Security Officer, system owner, and sometimes the Information
System Security Officer. The EDSOC team is responsible for performing the containment and
eradication activities. The team works with the stakeholders to establish corrective actions and
develop mitigation strategies, including any further escalation procedures with the OIG’s
Technology Crimes Division. For external systems, the Department uses a team collaboration
method that involves Department personnel, third parties, and system liaisons to work with
system owners to remediate security incidents.
Although the EDSOC facility is not considered a Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility,
it has established this functionality that is currently certified and accredited for Top
Secret/Sensitive Compartmented Information processing. The EDSOC Sensitive
Compartmented Information Facility was certified in January 2015.
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To address the effectiveness of the incident response program, both the Department’s and FSA’s
SOCs participated in tabletop exercises that provided stakeholders an opportunity to walk
through the incident response process and procedures using actual incident scenarios and testing
of breach responsiveness. In June 2016, the Department conducted a tabletop incident response
exercise on how it would respond to a breach of personally identifiable information. Lessons
learned from the exercise were documented and table top exercises are now performed annually.
The Department participates in DHS’ EINSTEIN Program. The EINSTEIN system is a
collection of tools that is used across the Federal Government to provide an automated process
for the U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) to collect, analyze, and share
cyber threat information throughout the Government. This program provides the Department
with real-time alerts on potential cyber threats on its network and increases its situational
awareness for incident response.
The Department has acquired and implemented incident response tools to extract data and to
identify cyber threat indicators. These tools provide the Department with the support needed for
monitoring and analyzing qualitative and quantitative data. Alerts are actively monitored from
the different tools and the Department validates the cyber threat indicators from US-CERT and
identifies any false positives. For both the Department’s and FSA’s SOCs, daily meetings are
conducted to discuss incident activities.
The Department established monthly program status reports that enabled it to share incident
activities with internal stakeholders. The report contains quantitative and qualitative data that
provides the Department with a snapshot status of what was accomplished. For instance, the
EDSOC Coordinator can see how well Service Level Agreements are being achieved regarding
security engineering, vulnerability management, and EDSOC incident handling. We obtained
monthly program status reports for January through June 2017 that showed status of reported
incidents and data loss prevention events.
Issue 6. The Department’s Incident Response Program Needs Improvement (Repeat
Finding)
Of the seven metrics for the Incident Response domain, we found the Department to be at the
Defined level for five metrics and the Ad Hoc level for two metrics. We found that the
Department can strengthen its controls regarding incident response to enable it to progress to the
next maturity level in the areas of (1) updating current guidance, (2) training key personnel,
(3) the timely reporting of incidents, and (4) maintaining current interconnection security
agreements.
Departmental Guidance Was Not Updated
We found that OCIO Handbook-14, “Information Security Incident Response and Reporting
Procedures,” dated March 2011, was being updated and was under review by OCIO. We were
informed that the draft Handbook was in compliance with NIST guidance and will serve as the
Department’s enterprise level Cybersecurity Incident Response Plan. The Handbook will consist
of the Incident Management Lifecycle, which provides the process to identify, analyze, and
contain incidents, and the Incident Management Framework, which implements the life cycle
and is a collection of practices and tools that prioritize, categorize, track, assign, document, and
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communicate to ensure that incident response activities are organized and maintained. At the
time of our review, the draft was in the Administrative Communication Systems process for
approval.
Incident Response Training for Key Personnel
Although the Department identifies specific training for general system users on how to prevent
security incidents, it does not establish specific training for key personnel whose role and
responsibility it is to respond to incidents when they occur. The Department views the EDSOC
team as incident responders, rather than general system users. OCIO-14, “Information Security
Incident Response and Reporting Procedures,” does not identify incident response training for
key personnel. However, the Department is developing a formal training process that is captured
in its Cyber Workforce Development Program that will identify the knowledge, skills, and
abilities needed for incident response. In addition, the Department is looking to incorporate
incident response training requirements that would require key stakeholders to obtain specific
security certifications.
Department Did Not Comply With US-CERT and OIG Reporting Requirements
According to US-CERT Federal Incident Notification Guidelines, EDSOC must report
information security incidents, where the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of a Federal
information system is potentially compromised, within 1 hour of being identified by the agency’s
top-level Computer Security Incident Response Team, SOC, or IT department. This reporting
timeline was adopted and incorporated into the Department’s overarching incident response
policies and procedures—“Handbook for Cybersecurity Incident Response and Reporting Cyber
Security Operations Standard Operating Procedures.” The Handbook requires the Department to
report all incidents identified as Categories 1 through 4 to the OIG.21 Our testing found that the
Department was not submitting incidents to US-CERT within the required timeframes, nor
communicating them to the OIG. To conduct our testing, we obtained the Department’s
computer security incident report log, which identified 1,062 incidents that occurred from
October 2016 through April 2017. Of the 1,062 incidents, 127 were identified as required to be
submitted to US-CERT.22 However, we found that 26 of the 127 incidents were not submitted
within the required reporting guidelines. One category 1 incident was reported 27 days after it
occurred. Furthermore, out of 188 incidents (41 category 1 incidents and 147 from categories 2
through 4), only 3 incidents were actually reported to the OIG, as required.
Interconnection Security Agreement Not Current
The Department’s Interconnection Security Agreement (ISA) for participation in the DHS’
EINSTEIN program is not current. US-CERT provided the ISA agreement to OCIO for the
deployment of EINSTEIN collectors and intrusion detection devices for all internet gateways
owned by the Department to help identify and mitigate malicious activity. The ISA between
DHS and the Department was initiated in June 2009 and stated that the document would be
21

Category 1 is defined as unauthorized access. Category 2 is defined as a denial of service. Category 3 is defined
as malicious code. Category 4 is identified as improper usage.
22
The remainder of the 900 incidents we reviewed complied with the reporting timelines.
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reissued every 3 years. In 2017, we found that despite this requirement, the Department
continues to rely on its 2009 version. The Department is required to follow up with US-CERT to
renew the ISA and has not done so.
OMB and NIST guidelines23 speak to several requirements for implementing an effective
incident response program. Adhering to the guidelines allows for the establishing policies and
procedures, implementing technical controls, and implementing and enforcing coordinated
security incident activities. Without an effective and efficient incident response program—one
that is consistently implemented, used to measure and manage the implementation of the incident
response program, achieve situational awareness, control ongoing risk, and adapt to new
requirements and government-wide priorities—the Department increases the chance that it will
be unable to detect a compromise to its IT systems.
Recommendations
We recommend that the Deputy Secretary require OCIO to—
6.1

Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level 3 Consistently
Implemented status of the Incident Response program.

6.2

[Removed after Department’s response]

6.3

Establish a specific training curriculum for key personnel who respond to incidents when
they occur.

6.4

Ensure that incidents are submitted to US-CERT within the required timeframe and all
incidents identified as Categories 1 through 4 to the OIG that could possibly relate to
cyber fraud.

6.5

[Removed after Department’s response]

Management Comments
The Department concurred with recommendations 6.1, 6.3, and 6.4. The Department stated it
will develop a corrective action plan by December 1, 2017, to address the associated finding.
The Department partially concurred with recommendations 6.2 and 6.5. For recommendation
6.2, the Department stated that although it was not published during the course of the audit
fieldwork, the updated handbook was signed on September 27, 2017. For recommendation 6.5,
the Department stated that although it was not published during the course of the audit fieldwork,
the ISA for the EINSTEIN program was updated on October 12, 2017. OCIO provided a copy
of this document to OIG.
23

OMB Memorandum M-14-03, “Enhancing the Security of Federal Information and Information Systems,”
November 2013; OMB Memorandum M-15-14, “Management and Oversight of Federal Information Technology,”
June 2015; NIST SP 800-53, Revision 4, “Recommended Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Information
Systems and Organizations,” April 2013; and NIST SP 800-61, Revision 2, “Computer Security Incident Handling
Guide,” August 2012.
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OIG Response
The OIG will review the corrective action plans to determine whether the actions will address the
finding and recommendations and, if so, will validate them during our FY 2018 FISMA audit.
Regarding recommendation 6.2, the OIG obtained a copy of the document and confirmed that it
was published on that date. The OIG concluded that OCIO’s actions satisfy the recommendation
and no further corrective actions are needed.
Regarding recommendation 6.5, the OIG concluded that OCIO’s actions satisfy the
recommendation and no further corrective actions are needed.

SECURITY FUNCTION 5—RECOVER
The “Recover” security function comprises the Contingency Planning metric domain. Based on
our evaluation of the Department’s Contingency Planning program, we determined the Recover
security function was at the Defined level of the maturity model, which is categorized as being
not effective. We found that the Department and FSA established policies and procedures
consistent with NIST guidelines and OMB policy; maintained recovery strategies, plans, and
procedures at the organization and application level; developed a comprehensive disaster
recovery process; and maintained a centralized repository for storing and tracking contingency
planning documentation. However, we noted some improvements are needed to help the agency
reach a higher level of maturity. For instance, we found improvements are needed in enterprise
skill assessment and contingency plan documentation.
METRIC DOMAIN 7—CONTINGENCY PLANNING
Contingency planning refers to interim measures to recover information system services after a
disruption. Interim measures may include relocating information systems and operations to an
alternate site, recovering information system functions using alternate equipment, or performing
information system functions using manual methods.
In FY 2016, the Contingency Planning maturity model was not developed for this metric.
Therefore, the Department and FSA were measured against less restrictive maturity model
indicators, and the Department’s contingency planning program was scored at Level 5:
Optimized, considered effective. Specifically, the Department and FSA established policies and
procedures consistent with OMB policy and applicable NIST guidelines; maintained recovery
strategies, plans, and procedures at the organization and application level; developed a
comprehensive disaster recovery process; and considered supply chain threats as part of their
contingency planning process.
The FY 2017 FISMA Metrics include a more restrictive maturity model for the Contingency
Planning, based on which we determined that the Department has established and maintains an
enterprise-wide business continuity/disaster recovery program. Furthermore, we identified that
contingency planning and contingency plan testing are performed at the application level.
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We determined that the Department’s and FSA’s Contingency Planning programs were
consistent with the Defined level of the maturity model. For example, the roles and
responsibilities of stakeholders involved in information system contingency planning have been
fully defined and communicated across the organization. The Department has also defined
appropriate teams that are ready to implement its information system contingency planning
strategies. However, while the Department has made several improvements to its Contingency
Planning program, its practices in several areas still do not meet the Managed and Measurable
threshold under the metrics to be considered effective. To meet Managed and Measurable level,
the Department would need to achieve that level in at least 4 of the 7 metric areas. For example,
the Department would need to demonstrate that it employed automated mechanisms to more
thoroughly and effectively test system contingency plans.
The Department has defined policies, procedures, and strategies, as appropriate, for information
system contingency planning, including technical contingency planning considerations for
specific types of systems, such as cloud-based systems, client/server, telecommunications, and
mainframe-based systems. Areas covered include, at a minimum, roles and responsibilities,
scope, resource requirements, training, exercise and testing schedules, plan maintenance
schedules, backups and storage, and use of alternate processing and storage sites. “Information
Technology Contingency Planning Guidance, Version 1.1,” dated February 2016, provided
Department-level guidance for the development and maintenance of contingency plans to include
the notification/activation procedures, as well as capturing test results and lessons learned for
incorporation into the contingency plan and future test plans. This guidance was also consistent
with NIST 800-34, “Contingency Planning Guide for Federal Information Systems.” Both
internal and external contractors involved in the contingency planning process are required to
comply with Departmental policies and guidance and must ensure that their internal processes
meet the Department’s policy requirements. Enforcement is validated through the security
authorization process, annual testing, evaluations, and third-party assessments.
The Department publishes guidance for developing and maintaining contingency plans and for
conducting contingency plan tests to promote consistency in the applicable contingency plan
elements. We found that the Department established contingency plan and contingency plan
testing templates for the development and maintenance of contingency plans, and contain all the
required NIST elements that are provided to all shareholders. The Department’s contingency
planning guidance requires that contingency plans be updated at least annually or whenever
significant changes to a system occur.
The roles and responsibilities for contingency planning and testing are defined and
communicated across the organization, as well as to all of the relevant stakeholders, and are
captured in the Department’s “Information Technology Contingency Planning Guidance,
Version 1.1,” dated February 2016, consistent with NIST 800-34, “Contingency Planning Guide
for Federal Information Systems.” For instance, each principal office is responsible for the
development of a Business Continuity Plan and Disaster Recovery Plan, and the Continuity
Manager is responsible for developing and maintaining a Continuity of Operations Plan.
The Department stated that it had established role-based training at the enterprise level for those
individuals with specific responsibilities for contingency planning process. The Department is
also in the process of evaluating individuals with cybersecurity responsibilities and pairing them
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with the relevant type of training according to job function and credentials (in accordance with
its Cybersecurity Workforce Development strategy).
We determined that the Department established an annual process to plan, execute, and
document disaster recovery results.24 For FY 2017, we attended planning meetings, as well as
monitored the execution of the all-inclusive disaster recovery test of all components of the
EDUCATE infrastructure that included two systems from our judgmentally selected system
sample. All components were tested simultaneously and all systems were successfully tested,
and in accordance with the documented plans and timelines. We confirmed that during the
exercise, problems were recorded and tracked and the resolution was formalized, accurate, and
appropriately communicated to management. This included documenting lessons learned, as
well as a gap analysis. The Department encountered and resolved two issues during the exercise.
We also verified that communications with external shareholders occurred through forums and
workshops, as well as during the actual exercise, to discuss changes, possible issues, lessons
learned, and the overall effectiveness of the recovery activities. Any changes that occur during
the testing processes were addressed by the individual system owners and their respective
contingency plans were updated to reflect the changes.
We determined that Departmental guidance defines the business impact assessment (BIA)
process for correlating specific information resources with the essential services that they
provide in its “Information Technology Contingency Planning Guidance, Version 1.1.” This
enables the Department to determine the consequences of a disruption to the system and the
business components by requiring it to identify essential IT resources, identify disruption
impacts and allowable outage times, and develop recovery priorities. The BIA is an appendix
within the Department’s contingency plan template. We verified that the BIA template provided
to the externally hosted system owners is consistent with elements cited in Departmental
guidance.
Each system and/or application’s security documentation is housed within the CSAM tool that
includes all contingency planning testing and results. Before annual testing, the Department
reviews the lessons learned from the previous test to ensure changes are incorporated within the
current test.
Issue 7. The Department’s and FSA’s Contingency Planning Program Needs Improvement
We determined that the Department’s and FSA’s Contingency Planning programs were
consistent with the Defined level of the maturity model. Of the seven metrics for this domain,
we found the Department and FSA to be at the Defined level for five metrics, the Managed and
Measurable level for one metric, and the Consistently Implemented level for one metric. We
found that the Department can strengthen its controls regarding contingency planning to enable it
to progress to the next maturity level in the areas of (1) enterprise skill assessment;
(2) documenting contingency plans, BIAs, and contingency plan testing; and (3) contingency
plan completeness.

24

FSA performs disaster recovery exercises biannually.
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Enterprise Skill Assessment Not Performed
Although the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders involved in information system
contingency planning have been fully defined and communicated across the organization,
Department officials acknowledged that the current skill assessment processes occurs at the
system-level (individual systems); it is not being measured at the enterprise level. We found that
the Department was in the process of establishing a cybersecurity workforce group and aligning
the training with certification requirements. At the contractor level, we were also informed that
the Department is reviewing all new contracts for specific IT language that addresses hiring of
skilled personnel that can support contingency planning activities.
Contingency Plans, BIAs, and Testing Not Consistently Updated or Tested Annually
We found that the Department was not consistent and timely in documenting its system
contingency plans, BIAs, and results of contingency plan testing. From our judgmentally
selected system sample of 10 systems, we obtained and reviewed each system’s contingency
plan, BIA, and contingency plan testing results. We determined that 4 of the 10 systems did not
have current contingency plans, 2 of the 10 plans did not show that a BIA was conducted, and 7
of the 10 systems did not contain evidence that the plans were annually tested as required by
NIST.
Contingency Plans Did Not Contain All Required Information
We found that the Department was not consistently including all required contingency planning
information. During our review of the 10 contingency plans, we found that one did not specify
identified resources, one did not specify the alternate storage, three did not identify an alternate
processing site, three did not identify specific details on testing and training, two contained no
specific details on maintenance activities, and four did not have evidence of telecommunication
agreements.
During FY 2017, the Department and FSA switched to CSAM as the main and central repository
of all systems and applicable documentation. As a result of this transition, all current
information may not have been fully uploaded, which could account for missing or outdated
information. For our independent testing, we also reviewed system status and system assessment
reports within CSAM and determined that the same conditions existed relating to missing or
outdated contingency plans and testing documents. In addition, these reports identified that the
Department was not complying with applicable security controls (24 percent of the systems
tested).
NIST SP 800-53, Revision 4, provides guidelines for selecting and specifying security controls
for organization and information systems supporting the executive agencies of the Federal
Government to meet the requirements of Federal Information Processing Standards Publication
200, “Minimum Security Requirement for Federal Information Systems.” This includes
establishing contingency plans and contingency plan testing.25 Without ensuring that skill
assessments are performed at the enterprise level, necessary planning and testing documentation
25

Includes control numbers CP-2 and CP-4.
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is maintained, and that plans contain all the required elements, the Department cannot be assured
that it will be able to successfully recover all of its IT resources in the event of a disaster.
Recommendations
We recommend that the Deputy Secretary and Chief Operating Officer require OCIO and FSA
to—
7.1

Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level 3 Consistently
Implemented status of the Contingency Planning program.

We recommend that the Deputy Secretary require OCIO to—
7.2

Ensure that skill assessments are being measured at the enterprise level.

7.3

Ensure that contingency plans, BIAs, and results of contingency plan testing are
documented in a consistent and timely manner.

7.4

Ensure that contingency plans include all required information.

Management Comments
The Department concurred with the recommendations. The Department stated it will develop a
corrective action plan by December 1, 2017, to address the associated finding.
OIG Response
The OIG will review the corrective action plan to determine whether the actions will address the
finding and recommendations and, if so, will validate them during our FY 2018 FISMA audit.
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OTHER MATTERS

During 2016 and 2017, we were informed that the Department’s and FSA’s service contracts for
the EDUCATE and the Virtual Data Center computing environments were going to expire and
be recompeted. During the audit, we obtained a status on recompete process for both of the
contracts.
EDUCATE Recompete Process Status
The EDUCATE contract was awarded in September 2007 and required the delivery of fully
managed services that included infrastructure, computers, telecommunications devices, an e-mail
network, Department’s internet and intranet sites, servers, telephone systems and network
printers, and other services and equipment as needed. In May 2016, a six-vendor strategy, called
the Portfolio of Integrated Value-Oriented Technologies, was finalized to provide all IT services.
Vendors of these services are required to manage migration of their services to replace
EDUCATE. Vendor transitions were planned to start in July 2017. The EDUCATE contract
expires in November 2017.
Virtual Data Center Recompete Process Status
The Virtual Data Center contract was awarded in 2006 to Dell Services Federal Government to
provide data center services and expired in August 2016. In 2013, a high-level strategy was
developed to revisit service-level agreements to improve system availability, quality of service,
performance, tracking, and reporting. The contract was recompeted in 2015 as the Project
Phoenix/Next Generation Data Center and awarded to Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Services. The
Security Authorization Decision to operate was signed by the CIO and the Deputy CIO on
July 11, 2017. During the transition from the Virtual Data Center to the Next Generation Data
Center, we determined that physical and environmental controls, as well as continuity measures,
are in place and effective to support the Department’s security program and practices.26 We
performed a physical and environmental control assessment of the new data center facility.
Although contracts were awarded to new vendors, it is imperative that the Department and FSA
ensure that the audit findings associated with the systems we tested for this audit, as well as
previous audits, are adequately addressed so that these same deficiencies do not continue in the
new computing environments. Specifically, since systems will be in new environment and will
require new security documentation, any past deficiencies need to be systemically addressed so
that future OIG IT security audits do not encounter and report the same deficiencies as repeat
findings.

26

To the extent possible, we assessed physical and environmental controls, as well as continuity measures, in place
against NIST SP 800-53, Revision 4, “Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Information Systems and
Organizations, Physical and Environmental Protection Control Family.”
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OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

Our objective was to determine whether the Department’s and FSA’s overall IT security
programs and practices were effective as they relate to Federal information security
requirements. For FY 2017, the IG reporting metrics were organized around the five information
security functions outlined in the NIST’s Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure
Cybersecurity: Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond, and Recover. To meet the objective, we
conducted audit work and additional testing in the seven metric domains associated with the
security functions identified in the framework: (1) Risk Management (2) Configuration
Management, (3) Identity and Access Management, (4) Security Training, (5) Information
Security Continuous Monitoring, (6) Incident Response, and (7) Contingency Planning.
To accomplish our objective, we performed the following procedures:
 reviewed applicable information security regulations, standards, and guidance;
 gained an understanding of IT security controls by reviewing policies, procedures, and
practices that the Department has implemented at the enterprise and system levels;
 assessed the Department’s enterprise- and system-level security controls;
 interviewed Department officials and contractor personnel, specifically staff with IT
security roles, to gain an understanding of the system security and application of
management, operational, and technical controls;
 gathered and reviewed the necessary information to address the specific reporting metrics
outlined in DHS’s FY 2017 IG FISMA reporting metrics; and
 compared and tested management, operational, and technical controls based on NIST
standards and Department guidance.
Additional testing steps to substantiate identified processes and procedures included:
 system-level testing for the Configuration Management, Risk Management, and
Contingency Planning metrics;
 review of OCIO’s Security Control Assessment and FSA’s Ongoing Security
Authorization programs;
 vulnerability assessment testing of HEAL Online Processing System; IES Data Center;
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Analysis, Communication, Dissemination,
and Meetings; NCES Longitudinal Studies; I3Community of Practice and Public
Information System Website; Civil Rights Data Collection Reporting Web Site; Office of
General Counsel Case Activity Management System; Promise Neighborhood Website;
and OSEP Personnel Development Program Data Collection System systems,
applications, and infrastructure;
 verifying training evidence and completion;
 verifying security settings for the Department data protection; and
 observing the all-inclusive EDUCATE disaster recovery exercise.
As of February 2017, the Department identified an inventory of 134 systems that are FISMA
reportable and classified as operational. Out of the 134 FISMA reportable systems, 2 systems
were classified as high-, 94 as moderate-, and 38 as low-impact systems. Because of the
Department’s and FSA’s current transition of EDCUATE and Virtual Data Center’s systems to
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new hosting environments, we primarily focused on externally hosted systems. We judgmentally
selected 8 of the 83 externally hosted FISMA reportable systems. In addition, we judgmentally
selected two internal systems that were never selected for review in previous years’ FISMA
audits. In making our selection, we considered risk-based characteristics such as system
classifications (high, moderate, and low), those systems containing personally identifiable
information, and geographical location of the hosted systems.
The table below lists the judgmentally selected systems, the system’s principal office, and the
Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 199 potential impact level.27
Number

System Name

1
2
3

HEAL Online Processing System
IES Data Center
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Analysis,
Communication, Dissemination, and Meetings
NCES Longitudinal Studies
I3Communicty of Practice and Public Information
System Website
Civil Rights Data Collection Reporting Web Site
Office of General Counsel Case Activity Management
System
Promise Neighborhood Website
TRIO Programs Annual Performance Reports Data
Collection and Processing Applications
OSEP Personnel Development Program Data
Collection System

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Principal
Office
FSA
IES

Impact
Level
Moderate
Moderate

OSERS

Low

IES

Moderate

OII

Moderate

OCR

Moderate

OGC

Moderate

OII

Moderate

OPE

Moderate

OSERS

Low

These systems helped us ascertain the security control aspects relating to Configuration
Management, Risk Management, and Contingency Planning.28 In addition, these systems were
the focus of our system vulnerability assessment and testing.
In addition to the sample of 10 systems, we also used sampling to test certain aspects in the areas
of risk management, configuration management, incident response, and security training. For
risk management, we tested all of the 987 POA&Ms for the timeframe of October 2016 through
April 2017. For configuration management, we tested all 478 Departmental websites for secure
configurations for hypertext transfer protocol connection; login credentials; inventory counts;
protection of personally identifiable information; and obsolete systems, applications, and
databases; we focused on 11 connections with no mechanism for two-factor authentication. For
27

Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 199 defines three levels of potential impact on
organizations should there be a breach of security (that is, a loss of confidentiality, integrity, or availability) as low,
moderate, or high.
28
Because we did not select a statistical random sample, any results found during our analysis were not projected
across the entire inventory of Department IT systems.
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252 out of the 478 Departmental websites associated with the EDUCATE environment, we
tested for secure socket layer connection and login banner compliance. For incident response,
we tested all 1,062 incidents that occurred from October 2016 through April 2017. For security
training, we tested all 212 new user accounts created from November 2016 through December
2016, as well as all 341 new user accounts created from October 2016 through March 2017. We
also requested additional details and tested a representative sample of 3 users from each month,
for a total of 12 out of the 66 new user accounts created from January 2017 through April 2017.
In addition, we reviewed all 19 Department employee accounts, as well as 648 contractor
accounts subject to suspension for noncompliance with training requirements during the months
of December 2016 and February 2017, and as of March 2017, respectively. Where we relied on
judgmental sampling and auditor judgment, we did not project the results from the above
samples.
For this audit, we reviewed the security controls and configuration settings for systems and
applications and at the NTT facility,29 the Health and Human Services Facility,30 Amazon Web
Services,31 American Institute for Research,32 and Westat.33 We used computer-processed data
for the Risk Management, Configuration Management, Identity and Access Management, and
Security Training metrics to support the findings summarized in this report. We also performed
an assessment of the computer-processed data and determined these data were reliable for the
purpose of our audit. To determine the extent of testing required for the assessment of the data’s
reliability, we assessed the importance of the data and corroborated it with other types of
available evidence. The computer-processed data was verified to source and tested for accuracy
according to relevant system controls until enough information was available to make a
reliability determination. We also performed an assessment of the computer-processed data and
determined this data was reliable for the purpose of our audit. We conducted our fieldwork from
February 2017 through August 2017, primarily at Department offices in Washington, D.C., and
contractor facilities in Plano, Texas; Rockville, Maryland; Ashburn, Virginia; and Silver Spring,
Maryland. We conducted an exit conference with Department and FSA officials on
October 20, 2017.
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

29

Civil Rights Data Collection Reporting Web Site and Office of General Counsel Case Activity Management
System.
30
HEAL Online Processing System.
31
IES Data Center.
32
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Analysis, Communication, Dissemination, and Meetings.
33
NCES Longitudinal Studies, I3Communicty of Practice and Public Information System Website, Promise
Neighborhood Website, and OSEP Personnel Development Program Data Collection System.
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uncrlon 1: ldenrify - Ri"k

1\ lana ~emenr

·ro what extent has the organization established. comrnunicatod. and Implemen ted 1l:i ris k management po licies. procedures. and sl ratcgy that include the
orgam7..ation's p roccs.'lcs and methodologies fOr cntcgori7jng risk. developing a risk p ro fi le, a.s..<K:ssing risk, risk appetite/tolerance levels, rcspondmg to risk,
and m onitoring ri$k (NIST 800 39: NIST 800 53: PM 8. PM 9 ; C SJ::O : 10 RM 1 - U).H..lvl-3; OMB J-\ 123; Ci-0 Council E.RM Playbook)?
4

4

4

4

4

4

C ons lstt-nt.ly lmplc nwntr:e:-d,.;(_L_.-_·•,..1_
3;_
) _ _ _- - - : : - - - : - - - - , . . - , : - - - - - - - : - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
C omments:
J.lSMA Report IS$ue 1. The Department's Risk M-magement Program Needs Imp rovement

Has the orsanimtion defined an mfo rma tio n security architecture and deiecribcd ho w that a rchitecture is integrated into and SU J)I)Ort..'l the organi7.atto n 's
..:nt..:rprise archit..x:ture to provid e t1 d i ~ i plined ond strucwr«< methodology for I'T\3noging r isk (NIST 800 4 39~ FUA: NlST 800-$3 PL-8. SA-3. and SA 8)?

6

4

Odin t d (J_..e,•t-1 2)

Comment." :

J.lSMA Report Issue I. 'lhc Department's Risk Management Program Needs Improvement

Has the organization deJined an anformation security architecture and described how tha t a rchitecture is integrated into and $Upports the organization's
c.ntc.rpri:se architecture to provid e n d i$Ciplined and s tructured methodolos;y tOr manas.ina, l'i:sk (NIST 800 ·39~ FnA~ NlST 800-53 Pl..·S. SA-3 , tu ' d SA-8 )1
l)enned (t..evel 2)
F ISMA Report Issue I . The Department's R1sk Management Program N~~s Improvement

6

To whut degree have ro les and respon.sibilitie:s of :stakeholders involved in risk management, inc luding the ri.sk excc\ltive func tion/Ch ief Risk 001cer. C hief
lnfofm l)tion O tlicer, C h ief lnfo nnntion Seeurily O fliccr. ;:~nd othe r inte mnl ond e,'Cternal ~tnkeholdc.r:s, nnd m ission :s(X""(;iJic resou rc:e:s, been defin ed and
cOmmi.Ulicat...-d ocros:s the o rganization (NlST 800-39: Section 2 3. 1 nnd 2.3.2. N IS1' 800-53: RA- 1: C SF: lD Ro'v1 1 ID.OV-2. OlviD A-1 23. c r:o
Council F.RM Plnybook)?
Ot.· Oncd (Lt-vd Z)
4

C ()•n•nt nb :

FISMA Report Issue I . T he 0cl)3rtment's Risk Management Prosram Needs Improvement

To what extent h n:s tho OJ'Sl'lniz;tl.tion e nsured that pl:u' s o f <\Ction t~nd mileston es (POA&.M!s) t~rc utilized for ctl'Cetively m itignting sc.-curity wcakncSSC$ (NlST
SP 800- 53 : C A -5: OrvrB M -04~25 )?

S

Consbtt.·~~~:,::~::'~7'entr<_
d ,.;(_
L<_''_'<_
·I _
3;_
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

F JSMA Report Issue I . The Department's Rts k Management Program

0 1(; Ret>Qrl -

N~~s

Improvement

Annulllt l017
FM

Ofrlc:lt~l

U$C Only
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UJI\'tion J: ldt·ntify - Risk 1\'IHIUII¢t"lllt"Ut

9

To what extent has the organization defin ed, communicated. and implemented its policies and prooedurcs for conducting system level risk assessments,
including for identifying and prioritizing
(i) internal and external threats. including through use or 1hc common vulnerability scoring system. or other equivalcnl fram ework
(i i) internal and external assel vulnerabilities. including through vulnerabilily scanning,

(iii) the potential likelihoods and business impacts/consequences of threats exploiting vulnerabilities.. and
(iv) selec1ing and implemen1ing securily conorols 10 miligale sysoem-level risks (NIST S00--37; NIST 800-39; NIST 800--53: PL-2, RA-1 : NIST S00-30:
CSF:ID.RA-1 - 6)?

Consistently Implement«! (Level 3)
Commrnt.~:

10

.-------------------------------------------------------------,
FISMA Report Issue I . The Departmenl's Risk Managemenl Program Needs lmprovemenl

To what extent does the organiz.1tion ensure that information about risks are commun icated in a time ly manner to all necessary internal and external
slakeholders (CFO Council ERM Playbook; OlvtB A-123)?

Consiste~~~ :~::::~1fntre_
d_(L
_
ev_·e_l_3_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,

1

11

!SMA Report Issue I. The Departmenl's Risk Managemenl Program Needs Improvement

To what extent does the organi7.ation ensure that specific contracting language (such as appropriate information security and privacy requirements and

material disclosures., FAR clauses, and clauses on protection, detection, and re1:>0ning of information) and SL.As are included in appro1>riate contracts to
mitigate and monitor the risks related to contractor systems and services (FAR C3se 2007--004~ Common Security Con1igurations; FAR Sections: 24.104,
39. 101, 39. I 05, 39. I 06, 52.239-1; P rcsiden1's Management Council; NIST 800-53: SA-4; FedRAlvO' soandard conoracl clauses; C loud Compu1ing
Conoracl Bes1 Prncliccs: FY 2017 C IO FISMA Mcorics: I . 7, 1.8)?

Ad Hoc (I .e••r l I)

Commrnts:

OIC

F ISMA Report Issue I , Tbe Department's Risk Management Program Needs lmprovemcnl
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F« Official Use Onty

f un'"tion 1: Identify
1'2

~

Risk 1\'lan a2cment

To \\.'h.."lt extent does the or-g<.lniz."ltion uti lize techno logy (s.uch as. a governance. risk managemem. and compliance tool) to provide a cemr<.llized. ente.rp r1se
wide (portfolio) view o f risks. across the organi7.Btion, mclu.ding risk control and remediatio n activities, dependencies. ris k scorc!VIcvcls, and management
dMhbo(trd~ (NTST SP 800·39;. ONID A·123; C FO Council ERM P laybook)?
Consis:tc-ntly lmplc-mC'ntC'd ( l ..cvC'I 3)

Comnu:-nt.s;

13. 1

.-------------------------------------------------------------------------,
Report l.ssue 1. The Dep.<'rtment'$ R1sk Management Program Needs Improvement
FlS~

(>lease provide the asscs...-.cd maturity leve l fo r the agency's Identify •

~ i.sk

Management function.

Co ns lstc-:;::~~ ::::~:·;'C'nt,-•_d_;(_l-<"
_,_
·•_
1_
3;_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,

1

13.2

\Ve determi~ tha t the Departmernt of Education's (Dep.<'l.rtment) and Federal Student Aid's (FSA) Risk Mt~nagement program was
consistent with the Consistently Implemented level o f the: maturity model, which is categorized as being not c!Tcctive.

Provide any additional information on the cffcctivcnc$$ (positive o r negative) of the org;a11ization's r isk management p rogram that was n ot noted in the
questions above. Taking into consideration the overall m a turity lc:vt:l genera ted fro m the queslions above a nd based on all testing per1brmc:d. is the risk

management program ctlCctivc7
\Vc found that \h(' l)c-p;lrtmc-nt .sh ould .stn·n gth(.'n ib con trois rc.·gurdi ng ris k nmnng c.·nwnt in t he ltrt•us of (1) upd11'ting ilwcnto•·y guid:mc<';
(2) ('ll.Sul"ing f<'c-dual S('CUrit:y control compliance and olCC.C'SS to contract•u· a nd subcontractor S)o'Ste>m -" ; and (3) maintaining a compl('t<' we-bsitein\' l'nlory.

lc~ll<:ul;;•t<'ll Muturlty [.(!vel • Con sl.s.tcnttv I mr>leme n ted (l"weJ 3)

1•1

To what degree have the roles and responsibilities. of configt.Jration man;,lgement st.akcholdcrs been defined, com.m l.m ic:at~d ac:ro:ss the agency• .and
appropriately resourc:ed (NlST SP 800· 53: CM·I: SP 800· 1 28: Sectio n 2.4)'?
l)('fltle d (LC'vd 2)

Comm('nQ=

FISMA Report ls.sue2. The Department a.nd FSA'$ Configuration Management Program Need~ Improvement

F~

Offic:l31 Use Only

For Official Use Only
un~tion

15

2A: Prote.-t - Configuration

l\tanagmt~nl

To what extent does lhe organization utilize an enterprise wide conf1.gurntion management plan that includes, at a minimum. the following components: roles
and responsibilities. including establishment of a Change Control Board (CCB) or related body; configuration management processes., including processes
for: identifying and managing configuration items during the appropriate localion wilhin an organization's SDLC; conJiguration monito ring: and applying

configuration management requirements to contracted systems (NlST 800-·128: Section 2.3.2~ NIST 800-·53: CM-9)?
l))t"litu•d (Lt"\'('1 2)

Comments:

16

FISMA Rep<>rtl;;sue 2. The Department and FSA's Confogwation Management Program Needs Improvement

To what degree have information s.ystem configuration management

~X~licies

and pro<:edures been def1ned and implemented across the organizat ion ? (Note·

the maturity level should take inlo consideration the maturity of questions 17. 18. 19. and 21) (NIST SP 800·53: CM-1; NIST 800·128: 2.2.1)
J!)efined (Level 2)
Comments:

17

F ISMA Rep<>rt Issue 2. The Department and FSA's Conf,guration Management Program Needs Improvement

To what extent does the organi1..atio n utilize baseline configurations for its information systems and maintain inventories of related components at a levet of
g ranularity necessary for tracking a nd reponing (NISI SP 800·53: Cl-.·1·2, CM·8; FY 2017 CIO FISMA Metrics: 1.4, 1.5, and 2. 1; CSF: ID.DE.CM·7)?
Defined (I.Kl•et 2)
Comments:

18

FJSMA Report Issue 2. The Department and FSA's Configuration Management Program Needs Improvement

To what extent does the orsanization utili7...e configuration seuings/common secure configurations for Its information systems (NJST SP 800·53: CM·6,
CM-7, and S l-2; FY 2017 CIO FISMA Metrics: 2.2; SANS/C IS Top 20 Securioy Controls 3.7)?
A d Hoc (Lcv•t I)

F ISMA Rep<>rt Issue 2. The Department and FSA's Conftguration Management Program Needs Improvement

19

To what extent does lhe organization utilize flaw remediation proces.ses, lncluding patch managemenL to manage sof\ware vulnerabilities (NIST SP800·53 :
CM-3. Sl·2: NISI 800-40. Rev. 3: OMB M·l6-04; SANS/CIS Top 20 Contro l 4.5: and DHS Binding Operational D irC<Iive 15.01 )?
J!)("fincd (Level 2)
Comm('nt.s:

FJSMA Report Issue 2. The Depanment and FSA's Configuration Management Program Needs Improvement
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u n c rlon 2A : J:»roted - Con0£u rarion I\ta n a£t'ntenr
20

To \Vhllt extent ha~ the organi?..;.'\IU)I\ adopted the Tru.stcd Tnte rl'let Connceuon (TIC) program to a-8stst in prot ~ting it.s ne n vork (FY 2017 CIO Metrics 2 26.
2 .27. 2 29. OMO M-08-05)7
Cons lst~~~~: :::~:t:n~ntr<_
d_:
(_
L_
.,_
·•_
I_
3.:_
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,

1

21

FISMA Report Issue 2 . The Deparumcnt ::lnd FSA's Conf'is,uration Management Program N eed.!!: Improvement

To what extent has the organiz.atio n defined and imp lemented con figur ation change control activities including: de termination of the types o f changes that are
configuratio n controlled; review and approval/disapproval of p roposed changes with c.xplicil consideration of security

impact.<~

and security c la ssification of

the system; docum..:ntation of C::Onliguration change decision i>: implementation of approved configur.uion changes: retaining r L'(:ordi> of implemented chans,es:
auditin!l and teview of configuratio n chang(:.:!.: and oootd ination and over.sig ht of ehan!lt::S by the CCB. ats. apJ)~Opti<lte (NlST 800·53: CM··2. CM·3)?
Dcfiru.·d (L.cn·l 2)
Comments:
F'lSMA Report ls.sue 2. The Department and FSA's Configunuio n M-...nagement Program N eeds lmprovement
22

Provide any .additionlll information o n the effectiveness (pOsitive or negativ~) of the o rganiztatron 's configur a tion management progrom tha t wa:s not noted in
the questions nbove. Taking into consideration the maturity level gener ated frolll the questions above and based on all testing perfOrmed . is the configurlltion
management program eiTecti""C?
\Ve round lh!tt the Oep:trl.tnt'-nt ( 1) w :ts n o t u sing :tpproprl:tlt' :tppllc:ttion connt<:tlon ru·otocol; (2) w~ts un:tblt' to prot.!!ct ag:tln.st un:tuthorl-zt:·d
d11.·vieii.'S comu."cting t o its IU."h'\·ork; (3) used uns upporh'<l op(.•nttin g s:rs t(.•ms . dtt t.ubttSII.'S, :omd upplic11tions in its production environmcnt; ( 4 ) hud

not eonllgur OO wcbsit l'S to cncr)·pt d~tt.l.t t r:.msmisslono (5) r11ill'd to :tdcqu~ttll'ly protcet JXrsonally id11.·n tifi:tble information;
li'SA. n H·d.s to lmprov"' It~ coru trol:s ov£•r \ Vi£'1) llllpllcaHons and St>t'\'e r :s.

~•nd

(6)

~•lonR

with

P~t~e6

ofl7
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unction 28:
23

l'rot~ct

-

ld~nti ly

a nd Access Management

To what degree have the roles and responsibilities of identity, credential, and access management (ICAM) stakeholders been defined. communicated across
the aget1cy. and appropriately resource<l (NIST 800-53: AC-1, !A-1. PS-I ; and the Federal ldenlity. Credential. and Access Management Roadmap and
lrnplcmcntation Guidance (FICAM))?

Defined (Level 2)

Comrnr nts:

2~1

FISMA Report Issue 3. The Department's and FSA's Identity and Access Management Program Needs Improvement

To what d(.-grcc docs the organization utilize an ICAM strategy to guide its ICAM processes and activities (FICAlvl)?
J!)efoned (Level 2)

Commrnts:

lS

FISMA Report Issue 3. The Dcpanment's and FSA's Identity and Access Management Program Needs bnprovernent

To what degree have ICAM policies and procedures been detined at'ld implemented? (Note: the maturity level should 1ake into consider.ation the maturity of
questions 27 1hrough 31) (NIST 800-53: AC- 1 and !A--1 : Cy bersec~ri1y Slraleg)' and Implementation Plan (CSlP): and SANS/C IS Top 20: 14. I)?
IDefoned (L.-·el 2)

Commrnts:

26

FISMA Report Issue 3. The Department's and FSA's Identity and Access Management Program Needs Improvement

To what extent has the organization developed and implemented processes for assigning personnel risl:: designations and perfo rming appropriate screening
prior to gran1ing access 10 its sySiems (NIST SP 800-53: PS-2. PS- 3 ; and Nalional Insider Threat Policy)?
A d lloc (Level I)

Commrnts:

FISMA Report Issue 3. The Depanment's and FSA's Identity and Access Management Program Needs Improvement
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uncrlon 211: Prorect - l den tlry s.nd Acc.-,css
'27

~lana~ m en r

To what e.' (tent does the organization ensure that accli!:Ss agreements. includi.ng nondi:;closure agreements. <acceptable tl$e agreements. and rules of behavi.o r.
as npproprintc. for individuals (bo•h p rivileged and nost. privi leged u$crs) thtu ace<:S$ its system$ arc completed ;)nd mrtintaincd (NJST SP SOO··S3: AC-8,

PL-1. and PS-6)?
Oenned (L4."V4."1 2)
C o mmc.•n ls:

28

F ISMA RepOrt

~$sue

3 . The Dcpartment•s and FSA's Identity an d Accc:ss Ma.nasement Program N'--ed:s hnprovemen t

To what extent has the organiz-.nt1on Implemented strong authentication mech anisms (PIV o r Level of Assurance 4 credential) for non-privilcs,cd us.crs to
acce:ss the orgnniz.ation's faci lities. networ ks. and systerm. includ ing for remote acces.s (C SIP: I ISPD- 12; N lST SP 800--53: AC-17: NIST SP 800-128:
FU)S 20 1-2; NISi SP 800-63; and Cybcrsocurity Sprint)?
O c.•fin cd (Leve l 2)

F ISMA Report Issue 3. T he Department's and f'SA's Identi.ty an d Access Management Program Ne«b improvemen t

29

To whtlt extent hM the Of83nivuion imJ>Iementcd strong 3uthcntictltion mecha1,iSm$ (PJV or L<:v<:l ofAssurnncc 4 ~edentin l ) for privileg<:d useffl to tl<::<::c$$
th~ organization's facil iti\!:>. networks. nnd systems. includ i.ng for
201· 2: N IST SP 800-63; and C ybersecurity S 1>rirtt)?

remot~

acce$S (CSIP: IISPD-12: N1ST SP 800--53: AC-1 7: NlST SP 800-1 28: FIPS

A d J-.loc ( I.A'vd I )

C o mmt nl'$:

F ISMA RcPQrt ls."u e 3. The 0c-J)3n mcnt's and FSA"s Ide n tity an d Access Manag emen t Program Needs improvemen t
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fun~tion 2B:
30

Protect - ldt>ntity and

A~cess t\lana~mtnt

To what extent d01..~ the organization ensure that privileged accounts arc provisioned. managed, and reviewed in accordance with the principles of least
privilege and separation of duties? Specifica lly~ th is includes processes for periodic review and adjus tment of privileged user accowtts and perm issions.
inventorying and validating the scope and number of privileged accounts. and ensuring that privileged user account activities are logged and periodicaHy
reviewed (FY 2017 CIO FISMA metrics: Section 2; NIST SP 800-53: AC- 1, AC-2 (2), AC-17; CSIP)?
()<fin<d (l..<wl 2)

Comments:

31

FISMA Report Issue 3. The Department's and !'SA's identity and Aec<:$0 Management Program Needs lmprovement

To what e.xtent does the otganization ensure that appropriate contiguration/connection requirements are maintained for remote access connections'? This
includes the use of appropriate cryptographic 1nodules, system time-outs. and the monitoring and control o f remote ac·c ess sessions (l\ttST SP 800-53:
AC--1 7, Sl-4; and FY 20 17 CIO FISMA Metrics: Section 2)?
Oofin<d (Lov<l 2)

FISMA Report Issue 3. The Department"s and !'SA's Identity and Access Management Program Needs lmprovement

32

Provide any additional information on the etrectiveness (J>Ositivc or negative) of the organ ization's identity and access management program that was not
noted in the questions above. Taking into cons ideration the maturity level generated from the questions above and based on all testing perfonned . is the
identity and access management program efrective?
\ Vc found that the Dt•pnrtm('nt and FSA cnn .strengthen their controls r egarding identity

~111d

ncccss nmnngrm cnt that will ena ble tht•m t o

progress to the n<"xt maturity l<"vel in th<' areas of: ( I) <'ns uring appropriate clco1nnce rt'q uir<'m<'nts ar<' lll<'t prior to grn nting systt m a cc<"s.s;
(2) m:tn ~tgin g ext ern:al prhrileged accounts; (3} implementing the Identity, C•·ed enti:al, :and Access 1\'l:amtgem ent stntegy; (4) implem enting th e
network a ccess control solution ; (5) displaying system warning ba nners; and (6) improving controls

lc alcula toed MaturiO· l..<-v<-1 - Ddin«<

OIC

O\'Cr

data bas<" manag<"ment.

Q..<"''~l 2)
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f unction 2C: Prote<1 • St"C'urity Trainin&
33

To wh;:tt degree hnve the role$ ;:tnd rc:spos\$ibilities o f security ;,lW;)rC:s\cS.~ tu\d tr;)ining progrtlm sltlkeho ldc:r.rs been defined . commun ictlted ncross 1hc ;:tgency.
and appropriate ly resourced? (Note: this includes the ro les and responsibilities for the etl"ective establishment and mnintcnance of an organiz:.uion wide
SC<:urity awareness and training program as well as the awarenes:s and training related roles and responsibilities of sys t~m us~:s and those with :signirteant
:recurity rcsponssbilitics (NIST 800·53: :'-\ 'r. J ~and N IST SP 800..5())'!

Dttincd (Levd l)
C umm(•nCs:

34

FISMA Report Wue 4 . The Oe.pa.nment•s Security Training Program Needs lmptovement

To what e:dent does the o rganization utilize an assessment of the skill.s.. knowledge. and abilities of its workforce to provide tailored awareness and
spccinlizcd security training withm ahc functiona l areas o f: identify. protect. dc1cct, r~pond, and recover (NTST 800·53: AT.2 ru\d AT·3~ NlST SOO· .SO:
S!O':Ction 3.2: Federal Cybersecurity Workforce Assessment Act of 201 5 ; N<&tional Cybersecurity Worktbroe framework v i .0: NIST SP 800-181 (Draft}.

•nd CIS/SANS Top 20: 17. I)?
Odincd ( Level 2)
Con1ments:

3$

FISMA Report Issue 4 . The Dcpa.nme.nt•s Security Training Pros.ram Needs Imptovement

To what e.xtent docs the organization utilize a security awareness and training strategy/plan that leverages its organizational skills assessment and is adapted to
its C\lhure? (Note: the s trategy/p lan should includli.! the following components: the structure of the awarene:;s and training program, priorities. funding. the goals
of ahe program, target audiences, types of courses/material for each audience, use of technologies (such as csntul advisories. intra net updatcs/wiki
pages/social media, web based training, ph1shing simulation tools), frequency of training , and deployment methods (NIST 800-~ 53 : AT-I ~ NIST S00-50:
S<.-ction 3))
Odincd (Lcvd 2)
Co mm e nt~:

:\6

•ISMA Report l$$uc 4 , The Department's Security Training Progrom Ncedslmp rovcmcr\1

To what d(..ogrce have sccwity awarcnes.s and specialized security tmining policic.'i and procedures been defined and implemcn t~d '!(Note: the maturity level
should a.ake into consideration the m-.uurity quC$tions 37 tlnd 38 bclov.t) (1'-rtST 800-53: AT· I through AT-4; i\nd NlST 800-50)
0<'0n<'d (L<'V<'I 2)
Co mm <' nl~:

·ISMA Report IS$ue 4 . The Department's Security Training Program Needs Improvement

O I G R('(JOrl • -.\ n 11Ulll2017

For Ofrlclal Usc Only
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fun~tion 2C:
37

Protect - SKurity

Trainin~

To what degree docs the organiz.ation ensure that securit~· awareness training is provided to all system users and is tailored based on its organiz.ational
requirements, culture, and types of infonnation systems• (Note: Awareness training topic·s should include, as appropriate: consideration of organizational
policies. roles and rcsponsibilitie5. 5ecurc e·mail. browstng, and remote access practices. mobile device security. secure usc of social media. phishing.
malware, physical securily. and securily incidenl reporling (NIST 800-53: AT-2; FY 17 C!O FISivlA Melrics: 2.23; NIST 800-50: 6.2: SANS Top 20:
17.4)

D<llned (Level 2)
Comm('nt.,'l:
3S

·!SMA Repon [ssue 4. The Department" s Securiiy Training Program Needs Jmprovemenl

To what degree does the organi1;1tion ensure that specialized security training is provided to all individuals with significant security responsibilities (as defined
in the organization's security policies and procedures) (NIST 800-53: AT-3 and AT-4; FY 17 ClO FlSMA Me1rics: 2.23)?
Defined (Level 2)
Co nUU('Ot.~:

39. 1

!SMA. Rcpon !ssuc 4. The Depari!Ttent's Sccurily Training Program Needs Improvement

Please provide the assessed matur ity level for the agency's Protect- Configuration Management/Identity and Access ~.fanagement!Security Training
(!'unctions 2A - 2C).
Defined (LC\·rl 2)
Co mm ('nt~ :

39.2

We determined that lhe Depa11men1's and FSA's conliguralion management programs. Identity •nd Access Management programs,
and Security Training program were consistent with the Defined level of the maturity model Therefore, the Protect security func tion
was consistent with the Ocfmed level of the maturity modeL which is categorized as being not effective.

Provide any additional information on the eft'ectiveness (positive or negative) of the organi7...ation's security training program that was not noted in the
questions above. Taking into consideration the maturity level generated from the questions above and based on all testing performed, is the security training
program efl"ective?
O('partm<"nt can s trrngthtn ito. controls in th(' area of Socurity Training by ensurin g that contractors fultill mandatory training rrquir('mC'nb

prior to :tccessing Depurtmentnl

sy~ tems.

lc alculated Maturity Level - Defined (Le••cl2)

OIC
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f u n dic) n 3 : Ot'lc.·c.· t - IS C t\1
40

To \,.•hat e.xu::.nt do..:.if. the organi:i'iltion utilize an info rmation s..x;urily continuou s mo nitonns ( ISCM) :strat...~y that addre:ss.:.s ISCM requirements and <iCt ivities
<lt IU'eh o rg::an i?..;)tio ntl.l tier o;~nd hcl~ en~t.~re on o rg.a.ni?•.,'t tion-wide <lpprooel'l to TSCM (NIST SP 800· 137, Sectio ns 3 .1 ;lnd 3 .6)?

Dil"Oncd (Lc"d 2)
Com1nl•nt.s:

41

"FlSMA Report luue S T he Dep..'lrtment's lSCM Pr<>Q.ram Ne<:ds lrnT>rovcmcnt (Repeat Find in$)

To what extent docs t he Of"S;ll'll~<tt ion ut ili~ ISCM policies a nd procedur-es to facil natc organi7..,.<ttion -w idc. standar-di7.ed processes in s uppon of t he ISCM
strat egy? lSCM pohc•es and proced ures address:, at a mmim.um, the following areas:: ongo:ins assessments and m onit orut.g of security controls: collc<:tmg
se<:unty related informat io n rcqutrcd for mctric:s, nssessmcnL'l, and reponing; ana\yzms !SCM dat a, rcportms findmg~. and reviewms and upd.auns the !SCM

s:tratq;.y (NTST SP 800·53: CA·7) (Note· "Yhc ovcr~ ll matunty level should t~ke into consrderMion the maturity of quC$tio n 43)
Cons lslil"~~: ::::::•:ncnt,.<_d..:(J_._"_
·c_
l_
3.:_
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ,

1

42

FISMA Repor't ls.sue S T he Dcpalf'tmcnt's ISCM P rogram Needs Improvement

To what e.xt ent have ISCM $1nkcl'lQ1der$ and their rok:s, rcsponsi bihtic~. l eve l~ ot aut hor-it)-', and
o rgnni7.atton (NJST SP 800·53: CA·I; N lST SP 800·U7; and FY 2017 CIO FISMA Metrics)?

(Repe~n

dci)Cndcncic~

Find ing)

been defined and communicated

acr~$

I he

Oenn<'d (Lc' '''' 2)
COI1li11CUt.s:

43

F ISMA Report Issu e 5. T he Ocparrtmcnt"s ISCM Prog.rrun Need$ Improvement (Repeat Finding)

H ow ma ture nrc the o rgan17..at ion's procc:s..~s for perfOrming 011g o ms asscss.mcnts, grant .ng sys.tem authorizations, and m o nitor-in& security cont rols ( N 1ST SP
800· 137: Sect ion 2.2; NlS1" SP 800-53: CA·2. CA· 6. and CA· 7: N IS"l" S upplementa l G u idance o n Ongo ing Aut ho rization : OlvlS M·l 4.03)'l

Man>•gc~:::~ ~:~~::ur:trb'_
''..c(:...L_
•_
v•_l_4.:_
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,

1

OIC Rrt)O rl ·

~'\ nnu 11t

FISMA R eport fs.q.u c 5. T he DcpaJrtmcnt's ISCM P rog.rarn Ncccbs Improvement (Repeat Findin;g)
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f unction 3: lktcct - JSCM
44

How malurc is the organization's process for collecting and analyzin.g ISCM performance measures and n ..-poning fmdings (NIST SP 800·137)?

llloHnod (Lo.·d 2)
Comments:

45.1

FISMA Report ls.•ue 5. T he Department's !SCM Program Needs lmprovemenl (Repeat Finding)

Please provide the assessed maturity level fOr the agency's Dclccl . fSCM funclion.

I!Minod (l.o.·<l 2)
Co mm('nt.s:
45.2

Vedetermined that the Departmenr's and FSA's ISCM programs were consistent with lhe Defined level of the maturity model.

Provide any additional info rmation on the e!Tec:livene:ss (positive or negative) of the organization's ISCM program that was not noted in the questions above.
Taking into consideration the malU rity level gcneralcd from 1he qucs.tions above and based on all testing performed. is the lSCM program cfl'cctive?
\ Vt found that tht Otprtrlmtnt c-an slr<·ngthtn its cont.tol~

n"g~•rdiug I SC~·Ith:it

willtnr•blt it to progn"SS to tht next maturity lc·vtlln the

areas of (I) srcurit}" cont.tol monitoring, (2) de,•cJoping :•nd identifying roles '•nd
IJ)iag·nosUcs and M itigation program.

re.spon.sibiliti~

omd (3) ful.l.}' implementing its Continuous

lcalculatoo Maturitv Le•·•l - Dennoo (Ln ·el1)

~·unction -1:
46

Rl'5pond - lnddrot Rl'5ponsc

To what c..'\tent has the organizalion defined and implemented its inc~dent response polic ies, procedures, plans, and slrategics, as appropriate, to respond lo
cybersecurity events (NIST SP 800-53: IR- 1; NIST 800-61 Rev. 2; FY 2017 CIO FISMA Metrics: 4.1. 4.3, and 4.6)? (Note: The overall maturity level
should take into consideration the rnaturily of questions 48 • -52)
Ad Hoc (Lo\•el I)

FISMA Report Issue 6. T he Department's Incident Response Program Need.s Improvement (Repeat Find ing)

OIC Ret>ort.
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~·unctlc)n
47

4: R<.-spond - Inciden t RC!Sponsc

To what c:uent have incid ent l'esponse team struetures/models. st.akeholdel'$. and thc.it toles:. r<:spons.ibilities. levels of <.hUhority. and del)(..,dencie:s been
d<:fLn<:d and communic~ucd nc·ross the orgnniz.auon (NlST SP 800-53: NIST SP 800-83; N IST SP 800-61 R ev 2; OMD M-16-03, OlviD M-16-04; FY
2017 C IO FJSMA Metrics: 1.6 and 4.5; and US-C ER'f Federal incident Notifica tion Guidelines)?
O~li m.'d

(LA.•v<'l 2)

Comments:

48

FIS~

Report Issue 6 . The Department'$ lnc•dent Rcspon;se Program Needs. Improvement (R·e.peat Fanding)

llow mature at(: the organizatio n·s p rocesses for incident delection and analy:ois (NIST 800-53: IR-4 and IR-6; NlST SP 800-61 Rev. 2; US- CERT

Incident Respon.se O Uidclhte!!=)?
D-.~fin<'d

(L<:, 'el l )
Commc nb:

Ol(i Re1,ort -

FlSt\ltA Report Issue 6

The Dcpalrtmcnt's Incident Rc:spon!Je PrQSrom Needs Improvement (R-cJ)Cal Finding)

f\ nnu ~l2017

For Official Use Only
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f·un~tion 4: Respond - lnctd rot Rcsponse
49

How mature are the organization's processes for incident handling (NIST 800·53: IR.-4)?
ll>onnod (Lowl 2)

Comments:

50

F ISMA Report Issue 6. The Department's Incident Response Program Needs Improvement (Repeat Finding)

To what extent docs the organization ensure that incident response infonnalion is shared with individu.als with signiJicant S<.-curity responsibilities and repon ed
to external stakeholders in a timelj• manner (FISMA; OMB M-16-03; NIST 800-53: IR-6; US-CERT Incident Notification G uidelines)?
IDefincd (L<>vl"l 2)

Comments:

51

F ISMA Report Issue 6. The Department's Incident Response Progrnm Needs Improvement (Repeat Finding)

To what extent does the organization collaborate with stakeholders to ensure on-site. technical assistance/surge capabilities can be leveraged for quickly
responding to incidents and enter into contracts. as appropriate. for i_ncidenl response suppon (FY 201 7 CIO F IS:MA M.etrics: 4.4; NIST SP 800-86)?
;\d lloc (L'-"'01 I )

Comments:

FISMA Report Issue 6. T he Department"s Incident Response Program Needs Improvement (Repeat Finding)
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f unction 4: Respond
$'2

~

lndd('flt Response

To what d"-grc.c does the organization utiliu the following teehnology to s.uppon it8. incident resrx:msc. program?
- \Vcb application p rotcction!J. :such a$ web application fir-ewa ll$
- Event and incident management., such as intrusion detection a nd prevention tools, and incident tracking and reporting too-ls
- Aggregation and a nalysis. such as security information a nd event management (S!E.M) p roducts

- Malware detection. such as antivirus and anhspam software technologies.
• lntOnnation management.. s\L'Ch as <lata loss prcvemion
- File integrity and endpoint a nd server security tools (N 1ST SP 800-137: N IS'f SP 800-61. Rev. 2)
Oennt'd (l.kv('l 2)
Comment." :

SJ. 1

F'ISMA Report Issue 6. The Department's lnc1dcnt Response Program Needs Improvement (Repeat Finding)

Please provide the assessed maturity kvel for the agency's Respond- Incident Response function.
l)(lonnc d (I...<'V<'I 2)
C omml'uts:

S.3.2

Vedetennine d that the Department' Incid ent Response program!s were co nsistent with the Defined level o f the maturity model.

Provide nny additio nal information on the cffcet•vcn~~ (pQ!:Iitivc or- negative) of the organiz.ntlon's mc1dcnt r-esponse p rogram that was not no1cd in the
questions above. Taking into considerntion lhe maturity level generated fr om the questions above and based on all testing perfonned. is the incident response

program effective?

t., 1wog r<'$$ toUt<' nt>d m:•turity
tim('ly r<'pOrting ()( indd\~n(S~ lHtd (4) llH'Iinto1ining CUrl"('flt

\\1(" found that the l)t>Jlarim""nt can s tr<'ng th("n iu control.s, ••(>garding incidt'ni. r('spon st> that will h t'lp t'nabl(" ii

ICV<'I in

ttu.~

(U"('US O( (J) updU!ting CUrl"<' lit

i11h·r-conn<•ction S('Cur-ity

guid omc:C~

(2) tr,•ining k\'Y

p(•rsonn('(~

(J)

th\~

••gr-~cm<·n ts.

lcalcui<~Wd M .-.t.urlt.y l~vel - Denned (Level l)

Ol{i Ret,or t- A nnu al2017

l··a~t' 16
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~·unction 5: Re.:over - Contingency Planning
54

To what extent have roles and responsibilities of stakeholders involved in information systems conlingency plaMing been defined and communicated across

the organization, including appropriate delegations of authority (NlST 800-53: CP-1 and CP-2; NIST 800-34; NJST 800-84; FCD-1 : Annex B)?
ID<'fiut d (Ltvtl 2)

Comments:

55

FlSMA Report Issue 7. The Department's and FSA's Contingency Planning Program Needs Improvement

To what extent has the organization defined and implemented its information system contingency planming program through policies, procedures. and
S1rategies. as appropriate? (Note: Assignmenl of an overall maturity neve) should take into consideration the maturity of questions 56-6()) ( N 1ST SP 800-34;

NJST SP 800--161).
IDefoned (Le•·cl 2)

Comments:

FISMA Report Issue 7. T he Depanment's and FSA's Contingency Planning Program Needs Improvement
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56

To whtU dcgn:.-c d O<:s the organization ensure that the rC$ults o f business impact ;:m 3I)'$CS 31·e u:K:d to guide comi,,.scney phumin.g elTon.$ (NIST 800-53:

CP-2: NIST 800--34. Rev. I. 3.2. FIPS 199. FCD--1. OMB M-1 7-0<))?
l)ctin cd ( Lc-vd 2 )
Co mment.~:

57

F ISMA Report Issue 7 . The Department'$ nnd FSA's Con tingcncy Planning Program Needs Improvement

To what cxtCJH docs th e organi7..-.'ltion

en ~urc

that info •·matio n system contill8CJ\CY J>lans Me develo ped ,

mt~- inta i ncd,

and intcgrntcd with o ther continuity

plt~-ns

(NIST 800-53 : CP-2: N IST 800-34)?
O d i n cd (Lot.' ' '''' 2)
Co mm c nL~:

.ss

F ISMA RcPQrt I$.<JUe 7 . The Department's and FSA's Con tingency Planning Program Needs Improvement

To what extent doc:sth e organizmion perform tc:st!slexerei:scs of its informotion system contingency p lanning pro<.:C:SSC$ (NIST 800-34: N IST 800-53 . CP-3.

CP-4)?
O c llncd (Lcvd 2)
Cornm(•n ls:

FIS!I.<SA Report Issue 7 , The Dep3rtment's and FSA'sContingency Planning Program Needs Improvement

O IC Re 1)0rt - A tHJu llll011
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fun~tion 5: Ret'over - Contingency Planning
59

To what extent

d01..~ the organization

perform infonnatlc·n system backup and s torage. including use o f a lternate storage and processing sites, as appropriate

(NlST 800--53: CP-6. CP-7, CP-8. and CP-9; NlST SP 800-34: 3.4. 1. 3.4.2. 3.4.3; l'CDl; NlST CSF: PRJP- 4; and NARA guidance on infonnotion
systems security records)?
Consistently lmple m<'nted (Le,·<'l 3)
Comments:

60

.-------------------------------------------------------------,
f lSMA Report Issue 7. The Department's and !'SA's Contingency Planning Program Needs Improvement

To what level does the organization ensure that information on the planning and pe rfonnance of recovery activities is cornmunicated to internal stakeholders
and executive management teams and used to make risk based decisions (CSF: RC.C0-3; NIST 800-53: C P-2,

0~ -4 )?

~bnagc~::~.::t~::untr
bl e_(L
_
•_
ve_.l_4_l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,

FlSMA Report Issue 7. The Department's and FSA's Contingency Planning Program Needs Improvement

61. 1

Please provide the assessed maturity level fo r the agency's Recover · Contingency Planning function.

Defined (Level 2)
Co mm ent~ :

We determined that the Department's and FSA's Contingency Planning programs were consistent with the Defmed level o f the
maturity model.

O IC
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"unc tio n 5: R ('cOV('r· - C ontingency Pla nning
Provide any add itional inib rmation o n the ctlCctivenes.s (positive o r negative) of the o rganizntion's contingency planning p rogram thnt was no t no ted in the
q uestions above. Taki.n.g into consideration thli.! maturity level generated fro m thli.! qu~tions above and b.'lsed on all testing pcrfo nn«l . is the continQ:cncy
p rogram cOCctivc?

61 ,l

\\' t" round that the O('l)~trtm('nt can stre ngUu~ n It~ conb·OI.$ reg~trd ing contingency p l:u\nlng th~• t will ~n~tbl e It to progr('ss to the n ('Xt m:1turl~y
I('\'(' I in the a r'<'as of (I) e ntCI' Ill'ise s kill a sscssm('nt; (2) docunwnting contingen cy plans, busine$.':' impact assessment.,, and contingen cy p lan
testing; and (3) conting('n cy lllan completeness.

f'un("tio n 0 : 0\•e rall
1. I

P leAse t>rovide an overall 10

~c)f..asscssmcsu

rating. (EfJ"cctivc!No t Et1Cctivo)

Not EfTN:tive
Commc.·nt<>:

\Ve found the Department and FSA were not effective in all live security functions- Identify. Protect. Detect. Respond. and Recover.

P lease provide an overall a.S.'iCS.'illlcnt of the agency's inform ation security p rogram. "lbe n aiTativc should include a descriptio n of the assessment scope. a
summary on why the infOrmation security p rogram W;t$ dccrncd cticcuvc/iltctl"ectivc and any rccornmcndMions o n next steps. P lease note th at 01vtB will
include th is informatiOn in the publicly available Annunl FISMA Repo rt to Cons rcss to p rovide additional context fo r the lnSI:>CCtor Ge1'1eral 's c OCctl\tencss
rating o r the agency's information :s<x:urity program. Ol'viD may modify the response to conform with the g ramrm nical and narrative structure of the Annu al
Report.

l .l

llns.ed on thC" matu r ity m odd prov idC"d in the FY201 7 IG FIS1\1A Metrics, we found the J:>ep,u·tme nt and FSA WC"I'e not efTcctiv<- in ~•II fh•c
\ Ve also lden tln('d Onding,s In :111 scven m <·trlc do•nalns : ( t ) Risk
Management; (2) Conng u r atlon Managem<'nt; (3) Identity and AecC's~ M anagcm('nt; (4) Security Training; (S) lnfo••mation S€'Cu r ity
ConUnuous l\'lo niloring~ (6} Incident Rt"Sponsc ~ 11nd (7) Conting<•n<.:y Phtnning. A t t lw nwtric dom11ins levt•l, w e d('(.c rmint~d ttmt the
Ot-purtnumt's 1:111d FSA's prognuu w <•r c consistent with ih<· Oennc."tt lt~v<•l of Uu..• nmturity in Co nlig ur~1lion l\'l lumgt•m c nt. l d<•ntity •md Acct•ss
l\1.::tn:l g~ m t nt, Securi ty Tr::tining~ InfOrmatio n Security Continuous ~·lo nftorl n g, lnd d e nt R ~po n s(', and ContJng('n ey Pl:tllfli n g~ whllt" Risk
i\<huHigt' mt•nl WllS uss<•s.s('d ltt Ute C ons istently lrnplc.•mt•nt('() l ev(•l,

security fun ctlon s -ld('ntlf)•. Protect. Detect, R e-SJ)Ond, ;md Rec(W(·•··

O I C Re1)0rt - Annu al Z017

P$tge 20 of27
Fot OHietal

use Only

FO< Official Use Only

~\PPF.N OIX A: Maturity MocM Scoring
Function t · Identify- Risk l\1anaCJement
Function

Count

1

Act-Hoe
Defined

2

ConsistenUy Implemented

9

Managed and Measurable

0

Optimized

0
0

Function Rating: Consistently I mplemented (Level 3)

F·unction 2A: p .-otect -

c on fiJet~rati on

~1an ae,emen t

'
Ad-Hoe

1

Defined

6

Consistently Implemented

1

Managed and Measurable

0

Optimized

0
0

Function Rating: Defined (Level 2)

r UJ1d10 11 ..'B: I'rot~'Ct - II< cnllty an dA
.
1

Ad-Hoe

2

Defined

7

ConsistenUylmplemented

0

and Measurable

0

~naged

Opbmized

0

Function Rating: Defined (Level 2)

0

O IC

cct~s

M
l an::tgcnumt

'

'
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F tm ction 3: Detect - ISC
l• kiiU"llon

( 'ounl

0

Ad-1-ioc

Oe1ined

Consistenttr l m~emented
M:a naged and Measu rabJe

0

Optimized

0

Function Ra'tjng: Defined (Level2)

Function 4:
Function

lt ~-s

on d - Incident ltffi onse
Count

Ad-f-loc
Defined

0
Manage<:! and Measurable

0

Opti mized

0

Function Rating: Oefi ned (Level 2)

0

I= or Offlc:I <Lt1 UM! Only

Fa< Official Uso Only

Function 5· Reco\'er - Contlnoenc\' Phmnlno
Funct10n

Count

Ad-Hoc

0

Defined

5

Consistently Implemented

1

Managed and Measmable

1

Oplimi:ed

0

Function Rating: Defined (level 2)

0

Matu.-ity Le•·els by F unction

O l(; Rt:I)Ort - Annual 2017
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•o •
I'~w i!HlCtion

( " .Liculntt.~tl

Funetion 1: Identify • RosK M

Q [G

Rt!l~orl •

n;~gement

•

,..

e

I L

;\I,Jhu·lty I A'\ t.·l

.AS:<rri.t..:-..:!<i.t..d :\b•tu r•H) l .t\ t.•l

Cor>sislently lmpleme:nted (level3}

Consisten~y

lmplem nted (L vel3)

Explanadon
We determlned that th.e Department of
education's (Oe!)@rtment) and F'edeml
StudcntAodrs (FSA) RisK M<onagcmcnt
pr~ ra m was oonsiStcnt "Mih the
C<msisten y lmplemont:edlevol of Ill
maturity mode'l, v.t.ich is categorized
as being not <>ffective.

.A n n u ull017

For

Funclion 2: Protect . Co.nfiguratioo Management
/Identity Marnagement I Sect~ rity Training

Oefirned (Level 2)

om~ la l

u ..e Only

.F or Official US!.! On IV
Oefirned (Level2)

We determined tllat lfle Deparrtment
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Enclosure 2: Management Comments

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER
THE CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER

DATE:

October 30, 2017

TO:

Charles E. Coe, Jr.
Assistant Inspector General
Information Technology Audits and Computer Crimes Investigations

FROM:

Joseph C. Conaty
Delegated the Duties and Functions
Of the Deputy Secretary
WayneJohnson
Chief Operating Officer
Financial Student Aid

SUBJECT:

1

(1

~

• ~ )

.A~y-_~

.,

DRAFT Audit Report
The U.S. Department of Education's Federal Information Security Modernization Act of
20 14 for Fiscal Year 20 17
Control Number ED-OIG/AIIROOOI

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft Office of Jnspe<:tor General's (OIG)
Report, Audit of the U.S. Department of Education's Federal Information Security Modernization Act
(FISMA) of2014 for Fiscal Year (FY) 2017, Control Number ED-OIG/AllROOOl. The Department
values the FISMA audit activity and appreciates the benefits of the collaborative relationship between the
OIG and the Department, formed through years of mutual goals and objectives.
The Office ofthe Chief Information Officer recognizes that the objective ofthe OIG FISMA audit was to
evaluate and determine the effectiveness of the information security program policies, procedures, and
practices of the Department. As the report indicates, the Department has implemented a comprehensive
set of activities to strengthen the overall cybersecurity of its networks, systems, and data as highlighted by
the improvement of two Security Functions (Detect and Respond) from 'Ad-hoc' to 'Defined'.
Similar to prior year audits, the Department has garnered significant benefits from the OIG
recommendations. The Department expects that the recommendations presented in this audit will further
improve the effectiveness of the information security program. The Department will address each finding
and recommendation in the plan provided and as agreed upon by your office.
The following responses address each recommendation:
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REPORTING METRIC DOMAIN No.I: RISK MANAGEMENT
The OIG recommends that the Deputy Secretary require OCIO to:
OIG Recommendation 1.1: Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level4 status of
the Risk Management program.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. During FY 2017, the
Department completed a number of actions to include all requirements oft he President's Executive Order
and OMB M-17-25. This effort included the completion of risk assessments for a ll systems in the FISMA
inventory and the formal designation of a Senior Accountable Official for cybersccurity risk. The
Department will continue to improve its Risk Management program and develop a Corrective Action Plan
by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommendation 1.2: Ensure that "Information Technology Security General Support Systems and
Major Applications Inventory Guidance, Version 1.0" is updated.
Management Response: The Department does not concur with this recommendation. As the report
states, the Department re leased Information Assurance Services 02, "System Inventory Methodology and
Guidance," and the Information Assurance Services 03, "System Categorization Guidance," that
supersede the " Information Technology Security General Support Systems and Major Applications
Inventory Guidance, Version 1.0."
OIG Recommendation 1.3: Ensure that all contracts are reviewed and re-evaluated to ensure that
required access and security language is included.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. Prior to the release of this
report, the Department completed a review of nearly 200 acquisition packages to ensure that all included
proper cybersecurity clauses and requirements statements. To further strengthen contractual language, the
Chief lnfonnation Security Officer (CISO) is working with the Department's Contracts and Acquisition
team to update contractual requirements to enforce cyber requirements for all Departmental IT
acquisitions. The Department will develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the
associated finding.
OIG Recommendation 1.4: Establish a centralized tracking process for maintaining all active websites
for the Department.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. Work to resolve this
finding is underway in accordance with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Binding Operation
Directive (BOD) 18-0 I. The Department will develop a Corrective Action Plan by December [, 20 I 7 to
address the associated finding.
REPORTING METRIC DOMAIN No.2: CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
The OIG recommends that the Deputy Secretary and Chief Operating Officer require that OCIO and FSA:
OIG Recommendation 2.1: Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level 3
Consistently Implemented status of the Configuration Management program.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 20 I 7 to address the associated finding.
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OIG Recommendation 2.2: Immediately correct or mitigate the vulnerabilities identified during the
vulnerability assessment.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. Once these vulnerabilities
were reported by the OJG, the Department provided notification and instruction to all affected system
stakeholders to immediately mitigate or resolve the vulnerability in accordance with the Department's
Vulnerability and Patch Management Guidance.
OIG Recommendation 2.3: Ensure POA&Ms are created to remedy infrastructure vulnerabilities
identified in the hosting data center environments.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. Once provided with
vulnerability information by the OIG, the Department notified and instructed a ll affected system
stakeholders to open and implement Plans of Action and Milestones (POA&Ms) in accordance with the
requirements identified in the Department's Vulnerability and Patch Management Guidance.
The OIG recommends that the Deputy Secretary require OCJO to:
OIG Recommendation 2.4: At a minimum, enforce TLS 1. 1 or higher as the o nly connection for all
Department connections. (Repeat Recommendation)
Management Response: The Department partially concurs with this recommendation. OCIO published
the requirement to implement Transport Layer Security (TLS) version 1.1 in section 4.15.2 Policies of the
Departmental Handbook/or Information Assurance/Cybersecurity Policy (OC!0-01), dated January 18,
2017. As a result of the FY 2016 FISMA report and associated finding, the Department led an effort to
ensure that POA&Ms and/or Risk Acceptance Fom1s (RAFs), as appropriate, were completed for each
system that was identified to have this vulnerability. The Department will work with the OIG to validate
this finding and, if required, develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the
associated finding.
OIG Recommendation 2.5: Discontinue the use o f or develop a justification for using unsupported
operating systems, databases, and applications. (Repeat Recommendation)
Management Response: The Department partially concurs with this recommendation. At the time of
this response, OCIO had not received the background information from the OIG to validate this finding.
Some software may be listed as "unsupported" by the vendor, but there may be mitigations in place that
allows the continued usc of the software on the network. For example, the Program Office associated to
the system may have procured additional support and maintenance from the vendor until upgrades can
occur. The Department will work with the O IG to validate this finding and, if required, develop a
Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommendation 2.6: Ensures that all existing websites and services are accessible through a
secure connection as required by OMB M-15-13.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. At the time of this report,
87% of the Department's top-level domains were compliant. The Department will develop a Corrective
Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommendation 2.7: Configure all websitcs to display warning banners when users login to
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Departmental resources.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
The O IG recommends that the Chief Operating Officer require FSA to:
OIG Recommendation 2.8: Ensure that all websites and portals hosting personally identifiable
information are configured not to display clear text.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommendation 2.9: Eliminate the use of social security numbers as an authentication element
when logging onto FSA websites by requiring the user to create a unique identifier for account
authentication. (Repeat Recommendation)
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
REPORTING METRIC DOMAIN No.3: IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT
The OIG recommends that the Deputy Secretary and Chief Operating Officer require OCIO and FSA to:
OIG Recommendation 3.1: Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level 3
"Consistently Implemented" status of the Identity and Access Management program.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. During FY 2017, the
Department hosted Identity, Credential, and Access Management (!CAM) Solution briefings for all
Department business and system stakeholders as part of the Department's ICAM communication strategy.
Further, the Department updated the JCAM Roadmap and Implementation Plan. Additionally, the
Department has worked with the General Services Adm inistration (GSA) to utilize the USAccess
program to enable more efficient and secure credentialing services for Department users nationwide. The
Department will continue its progress on developing the Identity and Access Management Program and
wi ll develop Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommenda tion 3.2: Ensure, in cooperation with the Office of Management, that background
investigations are conducted (I) prior to granting access to Departmental and FSA systems; and (2) to
ensure the correct level of access is granted.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. During Cybersecurity
Steering Committee meetings, Department officials conducted multiple sessions to assist members in
clarifyi ng background investigation requirements and processes in support of access to Department IT
systems. As a result of t he September meeting, the Department's Office of Management (OM) team will
produce an interim guidance memo, in advance of a complete update, on the Department's personnel
security, background investigations, and suitability vetting policy and processes for govenunent staff and
contractors. The Department w ill continue its work to resolve this finding and develop a Corrective
Actio n Plan by December I, 20 17 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommendatio n 3.3: Prohibit contractors from granting access to FSA systems without approval
by the Department.
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Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 20 17 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommcmlation 3.4: Enforce two-factor authentication is configured for all user connections to
systems and/or applications housing personally identifiable information.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
The OIG recommends that the Deputy Secretary require OCIO to:
OIG Recommendation 3.5: Ensure the Department's !CAM strategy is fully implemented to ensure that
the Department meets fu ll Federal government implementation ofiCAM.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 20 17 to address the associated find ing.
OIG Recommendation 3.6: Ensure that the network access control solution is fully implemented to
ensure identification and authentication of devices connected to the network. (Repeat Recommendation)
Management Response: The Department partially concurs with this recommendation. The Department
completed the implementation of the network access control solution during FY 2017. During testing, the
OIG discovered configuration issues. The Department will develop a Corrective Action Plan by
December I, 2017 to address the associated finding and configuration issue.
OIG Recommendation 3.7: Create POA&Ms to remedy database vulnerabilities for all database
vulnerabilities identified.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. Once provided with
vulnerability information by the OIG, the Department notified and instructed all affected system
stakeholders to open POA&Ms in accordance with the requirements identified in the Department's
Vu lnerability and Patch Management Guidance.
The OIG recommends that the Chief Operating Officer require FSA to:
OIG Recommendation 3.8: Establish a process for identifying, managing, and tracking activity of
privileged user accounts.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
REPORTING METRIC DOMAIN No.4: SECURITY TRAINING
The OIG recommends that the Deputy Secretary and Chief Information Officer to:
OIG Recommendation 4.1: Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level 3
Consistently Implemented status of the Security Training program.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. Over FY 20 I 7, the
Department completed several deliverables to meet Cybcrsecurity Workforce Development objectives.
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This included the coordination of the Department's response for the Federal Cybersecurity Workforce
Capability Assessment, which we provided to Congress in December 2016. Other deliverablcs included
the Department's Cybersecurity Workforce Development Strategy and Program Plan, the Cybersecurity
Certification Program Guidance for ED Information Technology Professionals, and the lnfonnation
Technology (IT) Cybcr Security Awareness and Training Program- Tactical Plan. In addition, the
Department has provided three mandatory eybersecurity training courses. The courses consist ofCyber
Security and Privacy Awareness, Emailing Sensitive Personally Identifiable Information, and The
Phishing Threat. In an effort to reinforce lessons learned during the training programs, the Department
executed five simulated phishing exercises in FY 2017. These exercises strengthen the Department's
ability to reduce risks to systems and infonnation through modified user behavior and improved resilience
to spear phishing, malware, and drive-by attacks. The Department will continue the progress made
throughout FY 2017 and further develop the Department's Security Training Program by developing a
Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommendation 4.2: Ensure that contractors fulfill mandatory training requirements prior to
accessing Departmental systems.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
REPORTING METRIC DOMAIN No.5: INFORMATION SECURITY CONTINUOUS
MONITORING
The OIG recommends that the Deputy Secretary and Chief Operating Officer require OCJO and FSA to:
OIG Recommendation 5.1: Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level 4 Managed
and Measurable status of the Information Security Continuous Monitoring (!SCM) program.
Mamtgement Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. Over FY 2017, the
Department published version 3.0 of the !SCM Roadmap that outlines the Department's strategy for
maturing !SCM across the Department. To better assess and provide support for its !SCM roadmap, the
Department completed a knowledge, skills, and abilities assessment that included the documentation of
!SCM roles and responsibilities of !SCM stakeholders throughout the Department. The Department wi ll
continue to make progress in developing the !SCM program and will develop a Corrective Action Plan by
December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
The OIG recommends that the Deputy Secretary and Chief lnfo nnation Officer to:
OIG Recommendation 5.2: Automate its capabilities for monitoring the security controls effectiveness
and overall implementation of the !SCM Roadmap.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 20 17 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommendation 5.3: Ensure that ISCM stakeho lders with designated ro les and responsibilities
are properly educated and engaged.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department
completed the ISCM assessment in FY 20 17 and provided a report on the results on January 12, 2017.
The Department identified and reported a number of actions to take throughout the remainder of FY 2017
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and FY 20 18 to address gaps found during the assessment. The Department will develop a Corrective
Action Plan by December I, 201 7 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommendation 5.4: Ensure all Information System Security Officers have established and utilize
CSAM accounts, and that required points of contacts are identified.
Management R esponse: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department reported
this information to all ISSOs during quarterly Risk Management Workshops a nd requested that ISSOs
take action to address the issue. The Department will develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I,
20 17 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommendation 5.5: Ensure the completion of Phase 2 of the C DM program.
Mnna gemcnt R esponse: The Department concurs with this recommendation . The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 201 7 to address the assoc iated finding.
REPORTING M ETRIC DOMAIN No.6: INCIDENT RE SPONSE
The OIG recommends that the Deputy Secretary and Chief lnfom1ation O ffi cer to:
OIG Recommendation 6.1: Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level 3
Consistently Implemented status of the Incident Response program.
M:ma gcment Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. During FY 201 7, the
Department's Security Operations Center (SOC) developed an Inc ident Response Maturity Model to
measure the Department's Detect and Respond capability maturity as well as conducted a knowledge,
skills, and abilities assessment in support of OMB M-16-04. To better open lines of communication
between system stakeholders and incident responders, points of contact were identified for a ll
Department/FSA systems, inc luding all externally hosted systems. This effort fac il itated timely reporting
of urgent actions, such as the National Security Agency (NSA) Operational Risk Notice (ORN) and the
DHS BOD. The Department will continue to improve the Department's Inc ident Response Program and
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 20 17 to address the associated find ing.
OIG Recommenda tion 6.2: Update OCIO Handbook- 14, " Information Security Inc ident Response and
Reporting Procedures".
Management Respo nse: The Department partially concurs with this recommendation. While not
published during the course of the audit fieldwork, the updated handbook was signed o n September 27,
20 17. Over FY 2017, the Department's Cybersecurity Policy Division has worked to streamline the
policy creation and review processes. This effort will continue into FY 2018 to ensure that Departmental
Guidance is updated in a timely manner.
OIG Recommendatio n 6.3: Establish a specific training curriculum for key personne l who respond to
incidents when they occur.
Ma nagement Respo nse: The Department concurs with this recommendation. During FY 201 7, FSA
established an initial program that a llocated training based on the December Education Workforce
Development Plan to all key individuals with significant security responsibilities (SSR). The training
plan assigned industry-standard best-practice curricula to each person on a per-role basis. Over a hundred
individuals were assigned in-depth cybersecurity training via the Department of Education learning
system in industry certification preparation courses such as Security+, C ISM and C JSA. This program
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went into effect in May of 2017. The Department will develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I,
2017 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommendation 6.4: Ensure that incidents are submitted to US-CERT within the required
time frame and all incidents identified as Categories I through 4 to the OIG that could possibly relate to
cyber-fraud.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
OIG Recommendation 6.5: Ensure that the ISA for participation in DHS' EINSTEIN program is
updated and approved.
Management Response: The Department partially concurs with this recommendation. While not
published during the course of the audit fieldwork, the ISA for the EINSTEIN program was updated on
October 12, 20 17. A copy of this document was provided to the OIG for their records.
REPORTING METRIC DOMAIN No.7: CONTINGENCY PLANNING
The OIG recommends that the Deputy Secretary and Chief Operating Officer require OCIO and FSA to:
Recommendation 7.1: Incorporate additional measures to, at a minimum, achieve Level3 Consistently
Implemented status of the Contingency Planning program.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
The OIG recommends that the Deputy Secretary and Chief Information Officer to:
Recommendation 7.2: Ensure that skill assessments are being measured at the enterprise level.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
Recommendation 7.3: Ensure that contingency plans, BIAs, and results of contingency plan testing are
documented in a consistent and timely manner.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
Recommendation 7.4: Ensure that contingency plans include all required information.
Management Response: The Department concurs with this recommendation. The Department will
develop a Corrective Action Plan by December I, 2017 to address the associated finding.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this report and for your continued support of the
Department and its critical mission. If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact the
Chief Information Officer, Jason Gray at 202-245-6252.

cc:
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